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Abstract 

The Cultural Capital of Europe project aims to highlight and promote culture of a specific 

region in Europe during a calendar year. Umeå was chosen to become the Capital of Culture 

in 2014 and highlight the northern corner of Europe. A new “Open source” approach with 

the objective to increase participation and co-creation of different actors in the cultural 

capital year was introduced. This study examines media descriptions of the Samis and 

alternative cultural groups’ participation in the Cultural Capital year. Both quantitative and 

qualitative methodological tools were used to analyse descriptions of these groups’ in digital 

articles from local newspapers. The findings indicate of widespread discontent with how these 

groups were represented in the Cultural Capital year. The Samis were described as being 

excluded from planning but included in the implementation of the programme. The alternative 

cultural groups were instead described as being included in the planning but excluded from 

participation in the programme year. The relations between these groups and the organisers 

were analysed in terms of hegemony. The results indicate the relations being in balance at the 

beginning of the year but started to weaken at an early stage.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Introduction    

Culture created in a city contributes to the city’s reputation, both for its inhabitants as for the 

exterior. It constitutes an “image” by intertwining the identity and the inner life of the city or 

the region into a cultural unit. The internal factors thereby contribute to the external image of 

the city. This image sends out signals of what the place has to offer potential tourists, 

investors and settlers (Nilsson 2003:280).   

Today, place branding techniques are increasingly used in order to promote cities through 

their unique identities. Cultural characteristics are comprised to a selling brand that will make 

the city competitive compared to other options. City brands have the power to influence how 

citizens of the city and foreigners perceive the city and its culture. At the same time it is at a 

very controversial theme as city branders driven by economic goals tend to create an image, 

as attractive as possible for tourists and  investors, rather than a realistic description of the 

culture and people living in the city (Ooi 2011:56-57).    

The European capital of culture initiative was founded by the European Union in 1985 and is 

aimed to highlight cultural richness and diversity in Europe, increase the citizens’ sense of 

belonging to a common cultural area, celebrate the common cultural background Europeans 

share and use culture as manner of city development (EC 2015 (Or)  

The host country during the programme year is chosen by the European Union. The selection 

procedure starts six years before the title-year by a call for applications through the Ministry 

of Culture of the selected member state. The cities interested in participating submit a 

proposal for consideration where after the applications are reviewed and compared to a set of 

criteria. An expert panel with representatives from national cultural intuitions and the EU 

agree on which applications go to the second round. After these cities handles in their more 

detailed final applications, the panel chooses which city they recommend as a host for the 

European capital of culture (EC 2015).   

In 2005 the municipal council of Umeå decided to candidate to the cultural capital year 2014. 

Then a long period of meetings and seminars with Umeå’s association, cultural- and 

commercial actors followed. After competition with Gävle, Lund and Uppsala, the panel 

nominated Umeå and the final formal decision was taken by the Council of the European 

Union in May 2010 (Umeå2014).  
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Umeå was selected to become the cultural capital of Europe 2014 since it was considered as 

the candidate with the best objectives for the programme, based on the criteria set out in the 

European decision. The winning application from the municipality of Umeå had a new 

approach for the programme where participation and co-creation were in focus. A part from 

that, the strong political engagement from the city mayor and all local authorizes regardless of 

political allegiance was encouraged. The presented programme was also seen to be of high 

quality according to the requirements for a European Capital of Culture, ECOC (First 

Application, 2008).  

The way the culture in the Umeå2014 project is presented has the power to determine which 

perceptions people, both locally and globally, get of northern Sweden. The decision makers 

have the power to choose which events will be included in the project and what is of 

importance and not, and what is worth showing.  

During the past year, a widespread debate has risen regarding the Umeå2014 project. Both the 

Samis and the alternative groups in Umeå have expressed dissatisfaction for the way they 

have been involved and described in the cultural capital project. Thereby this study aims to 

examine the media debate regarding the Samis and alternative cultural groups’ participation 

and co-creation in Cultural capital year. The study focuses on how the hegemony between 

different cultural groups in Umeå, has changed before, during and after the programme year. 

The results are discussed with support from critical nation branding theories.    

1.2 Objectives  
Since participation and co-creation were the main commandments stated in the ECOC 

programme year application, the aim of this study was to examine how the Samis’ and 

alternative groups’ participation in the Cultural capital of Europe year programme was 

described in local media. As people from many different groups’ have been involved in the 

planning process, my objective is also to see how the hegemony between the organisers, the 

Samis and the alternative cultural groups, has been throughout the programme year process. 

This was done by examining how they perceive each other in digital news articles from local 

online newspapers in Umeå.  

These groups were chosen since they constitute a large part of application and the motivation 

for Umeå becoming a Cultural capital of Europe. There are several groups in Umeå that have 

been involved in the Umeå2014 programme but I have chosen to focus my study on the Sami 

and alternative cultures since they are characteristically important for the Västebotten region 
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and also the groups that have been the most visible in the application as well as in the media 

debates about the implementation of the cultural capital of Europe year.  

 

After examining how the Samis and the alternative groups perceive participation in the 

Cultural Capital year process, the results were discussed in relation to the objectives regarding 

participation and co-creation stated in the EU documents. The findings were supported with 

cultural-critical nation branding theories.   

1.3.1 Research questions 
In preparing for the study at hand, the following questions were chosen in order to examine 

the Sami and alternative groups’ participation and relations in the ECOC year 

 

1. How is the Samis and alternative cultural groups’ participation in the European 

Capital of Culture year described, in local media in Umeå? 

 

2. How can the relations between the organisers, the Samis and the alternative cultures 

be understood in terms of hegemony, in different stages of the cultural capital year 

process? 

 

3. How is branding of Umeå understood by the Samis and the sub-cultural groups? 

 

1.4 Limitations 
In this study quantitative and qualitative methods have been used to examine digital news 

articles. In order to secure high reliability the different steps in the sampling and analysis 

process are accurately explained in the method chapter. The articles included in the sample for 

qualitative analysis consisted of a high degree of comments, or where written by 

representatives from the groups whose perceptions I was interested in studying. This aspect 

was central for the sampling procedure in order secure validity (Bryman 2002:161 ff). As this 

study examined the Sami and alternative cultural groups’ perceptions of the ECOC year in 

Umeå 2014, the findings are bound to the context of Umeå and may not be generalizable to 

other ECOC cities.  

 

The digital articles have been seen as a source for how Samis and alternative cultural actors 

perceived the Cultural Capital year. As the articles have been published by commercial 

newspapers, the original statements and descriptions may have been adapted to according to 

their objectives. No pictures or reader comments were included. Also all information about 

Riga that was the other cultural capital in 2014 has been excluded. 
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1.5 Disposition  
This thesis is divided into six chapters, starting with this introduction chapter, and followed a 

background chapter where culture in Umeå is discussed. Thereafter a literature review chapter 

and theoretical chapters present previous research and central theories for this study.  In 

chapter five the methodological and material choices are explained. Chapter six, the analysis 

chapter, consists of first an examination of the Samis and then the alternative cultural groups 

‘media descriptions, which are discussed at the end of the chapter. 

1.5 Abbreviations  

EC (Or): European Commision (Online resource) 

ECOC: European Capital of Culture 

VK: Västerbottens-Kuriren 

FB: Västerbottens Folkblad 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.2 Umeå before the programme year - European Capital of Culture  

Umeå’s application to become a Cultural Capital host city had been characterized by a new 

approach, with the aim to increase participation and co-creation among all inhabitants. This 

new Open source approach had the objective to invite and involve citizens belonging to 

different cultural groups and with different views, to join meetings where they could create 

new cultural expressions together (First Application, 2008). Over 200 ideas for cultural 

projects were collected for the application. Many different cultural actors such as, citizens, 

cultural workers, voluntary associations, private corporations and public institutions 

participated in the planning of the programme year (ibid). 

Our aim is that the European Capital of Culture year, by means of Open Source methodology, will open the 

sluice gates between all the different cultures. Our aim is to attract interest across the spectrum of society for the 

different aspects of these various cultures, but also to help contribute to new cultural expressions by means of 

boundary-transgressing encounters (ibid). 

 

In the application from the municipality of Umeå, culture in Umeå had been described as 

characterised by many different kinds of cultural expressions that the Cultural Capital year 

programme aimed to highlight. Two groups that got special attention were the Samis and the 

alternative cultural groups, which were described with their own sections in the application. 

The Samis are described as having a unique culture that has been both marginalized and seen 

in positive worlds as “the country of the future”.  The application mentions that the northern 

region is characterised by several conflicts over natural resources and culture, and that 
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European Capital of culture aims to highlight issues that are of importance for the region 

(ibid). 

According to the application the cultural scene in Umeå was characterized by “modern and 

traditional forms of cultural expression encounter postmodern alternatives and challenges to 

the mainstream”. Different cultural institutions included several different kinds of cultural 

expressions, and encouraged different cultural forms to encounter and exist next to each other 

(First Application, 2008, reads:) 

In another example, strait edge rock bands demonstrate that music is a necessity to us all. We do not always 

agree with what is said and done, but culture develops and grows by the negotiation of differences; one can 

disagree at the same time as daring to listen and see. An inclusive and democratic city must dare to see conflicts, 

to respect different interpretations and to give space to those who are seldom heard.  

 

In summary the Cultural Capital year application had a strong emphasis on including many 

different cultural groups to participate. Several comments indicate that certain groups were 

not well included in the cultural institutions in Umeå before the programme year. 

 

Umeå’s cultural activities have an acknowledged ability to snap up and develop methods that are inclusive of 

new target groups within the cultural sphere. Umeå’s forthcoming cultural policy programme will focus 

particular attention on groups which today are excluded from the different cultural arenas. We see the European 

Capital of Culture year as a huge possibility to be inclusive of new groups within different cultural areas. We 

wish to challenge traditional patterns, and make possible participation and creativity by means of new Open 

Source methods (First Application, 2008). 

 

2.3 Key actors in Umeå cultural scene 

The main actors in debates about the Samis and alternative cultural groups’ participation in 

the Umeå cultural capital year were found in the Mediearkivet database.  

 

The main actors related to the Samis :  

 

From the alternative cultural groups:

- Anna Skielta (works at the Sami 

information center in Umeå) 

- Michael Lindblad (president of the 

Umeå Sami association, Såhkie) 

- Stefan Mikaelsson (President of the 

Sami Parliament Assembly)     

- Emma Swanström (musician, 

alt.cultural association verket) 

- Lina Reichwaldt (alt. cultural 

association Kretsen)  

- Niklas Carlsson (Kulturnatta)
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 The role of media 
Media has the power to influence how to the reality is described, which affects how people 

perceive different news and ongoing issues in a society. As it is a central source of 

information and knowledge, it is influential for people’s formation of opinions and attitudes. 

Media descriptions cannot determine peoples’ opinions but are influential as media has the 

power to make certain issues and representations more visible than others. This makes media 

a crucial component of a democracy (Strömbäck 2004:47).    

Media can thereby choose which issues and problems are seen as important (agenda setting 

power), the alternatives they compare political alternatives and leaders to (priming effect) and 

how people perceive the reality or aspects of it (framing effect). This is made through a large 

scale of selections as; which topics are brought up, perspectives, attributes, sources, facts used 

and by the choice of words.  (Strömbäck 2004:48). 

It is important to bear in mind that news journalism does not provide exact description of the 

reality. As Strömbäck (2009) claims, the reality is limitless but the media landscape is 

characterized by tough competition over people’s attention, with limited resources. This 

makes some issues, descriptions and framings being favoured ahead of others and makes 

news descriptions influenced by narratives as personlification and polarization. News that fit 

or can possibly be adapted to these narratives has thereby increased possibilities to become 

reported. As a result, mediated news should be seen as reconstructions or framings rather than 

exact descriptions of the reality.  

3.2 Culture and Ethnicity  
Sweden is today considered a multicultural country, since many different ethnic and cultural 

groups live within the nation, and the public policies, enhance the idea of a multicultural 

society. The foundation of multiculturalism is based on the idea that cultural diversity is 

supported by the whole society and its inhabitants. Everyone has the right to express their 

identity, culture, religion, ethnicity or tradition regardless of origin or cultural identity - the 

citizens can be different but at the same time similar (Lidskog & Deniz, 2009:14, 109).   

Debates of multiculturalism traditionally concerned disadvantaged social groups and how 

much the nation state should take in consideration these groups’ request for group-specific 

rights. But in contemporary multiculturalism debates, ethnicity is seen of minor importance 
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since societies today consist of a mix of different origins that are not necessarily bound to a 

common history.  Through a modern view, multiculturalism concerns belonging to a cultural 

community rather than origin. Multiculturalism is about the right for individuals and groups to 

express their identity and cultural belonging (Lidskog & Deniz, 2009:14, 109).  

As the rest of Sweden, Umeå and the Västerbotten region are characterized by a mix of 

different ethnical and cultural groups that practice their own cultural forms next to each other. 

The main characteristics of the city are the sub-cultural groups and the Samis. Previous 

research about these groups will be presented in the following sections. 

3.3 The Samis 
First, Umeå is characterized by its belonging to Sápmi (Samiland), a widespread geographical 

area stretching from middle of Sweden to the Arctic sea in northern Norway and through 

northern Finland to the Cola Peninsula in Russia. This area between the four states was the 

traditional dwelling place of the Sami people and is still the geographical area where most of 

the Sami people live (Sápmi, 2015). 

According to the law on national minorities and minority languages (SFS 2009:724), the 

Samis are today one of the five recognized national minorities in Sweden. The aim of the 

Swedish minority policy is to protect national minorities, strengthen their power to influence 

and support the historical minority languages to stay alive. The other national minorities in 

Sweden are the Jews, the Roma, the Swedish Finns and the Tornedalers. Also the following 

languages, Yiddish, Romany Chib, Sami, Finnish and Meänkieli, are protected by the 

minority law.  

3.3.1 Media representations of the Sami 

Only a few studies have been made about representations of Sami and Sami culture in media. 

The most extensive contemporary study regarding Sami representation in the Swedish media 

is Ann-Lill Hedman’s dissertation To Represent and be Represented. She examined the image 

of the ”Sami woman” constructed in Swedish and Sami newspapers and magazines, between 

the years 1966 and 2006. Her findings show that women were often represented through a 

stereotypical Sami ethic perspective that was characterized by a defined “Saminess”. 

Identities falling outside of this authenticity risked to be excluded from media coverage. The 

representations of Sami women were placed in opposition to “normal” Swedish women that 

symbolized the familiar compared to unfamiliar Sami women. The higher level of traditional 

“Saminess” was seen as the most authentic (Hedman 2012:201f).  
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Descriptions of traditional Sami ethnicity that still remain influential in the press material are 

closely connected with the stereotype perceptions of “Saminess” originally constituted in 

Swedish Public policy. “Pure Samis” were seen as nomadic, reindeer-herding and natural 

people. The widely known lack of knowledge regarding the Sami issues and Sami culture 

among the majority of Swedes explains why descriptions remain on an simple level and never 

lead to any advanced discussions where “Saminess” can be described from alternative 

perspectives (Hedman 2012:202ff).  

As Hedman’s dissertation examines media descriptions of only Sami women, this section 

presents findings from a study where presentations of both Sami men and women are 

examined. Adam Öhman’s master thesis “The domestic others”, examines if there are 

differences in the discourses of how the Sami minority and the Swedish majority are 

constructed in Swedish newspapers between 1970 and 2010. The results show that Samis 

were described as subordinated Swedes and in many ways framed as “the others” when 

Swedes and “Swedishness” was seen as the norm. His findings also indicated that conflicts 

were the main theme when Sami issues were brought up in media (Öhman 2011). 

Elisabeth Eide has in her article "Strategic Essentialism and Ethnification. Hand in Glove?” 

examined the theoretical reasoning about the concept strategic essentialism. Interviews were 

conducted with individuals of different ethnic minority backgrounds in Norway about their 

perceptions of journalistic media. Her study found out that people with ethnic minority 

backgrounds tend to emphasize their ethnicity in order to get media coverage. Thereby the 

term “essentialism” is used to clarify how representatives for ethnic minorities use their 

minority positions to make their voices heard even if they at the same time wish to be 

considered and encountered as people from the majority society (Eide, 2010: 75) Strategic 

essentialism means advancing the group identity in a simplified and coherent way in order to 

achieve certain objectives. The problem occurs when the practice of strategic essentialism is 

not the result of a deliberate choice, but rather it is the result of media conventionalism that 

requires people and groups to apply essentialism onto themselves in order to highlight issues 

that are not a part of their normal identity (Eide, 2010: 76). Even if Eide examines people with 

different ethnic backgrounds in Norway, her findings should to a certain degree be 

representative for the Samis in a Swedish context as the Norwegian and Swedish societies 

have similar socio-cultural contexts and geographically closely located. 
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3.4 Alternative cultural groups 
Secondly, Umeå has over long time been seen as an alternative city mainly due to its widely 

established alternative music scene. The alternative cultural movements consist of a mix of 

grassroots cultural groups and organisations, mainly dedicated to music and other cultural 

activities. Some famous examples of alternative movements in Umeå are hard-core bands as 

Refused, Abhinanda, Saidiwas and Doughnuts, and the feminist music association”She´s got 

the beat” and their music association “Verket”. All these different kinds of subcultural-

movements are in this thesis called alternative cultural groups.  

3.4.1 Alternative movements in Umeå  

Richard Ström has in his study “To establish an alternative culture” examined how alternative 

culture works, not only in its role in the battle against established society but also in its way of 

finding its place in a region. He describes the music scene in Umeå as one of the strengths of 

the city, with many successful artists, bands and the hardcore movement that in early 90’s 

made Umeå renowned both nationally and internationally. Along with the hardcore 

movement, Umeå is also known for the Straightedge lifestyle. The Straight Edge movement 

emerged as a reaction both against other subcultures as well as towards the larger social 

structure (Haenfler, 2004:429). The members opposed the mainstream and other youth 

cultures’ fascination on alcohol use, sex and nihilistic tendencies, believing that these 

undermine the resistance potential each of these groups share. Many of the artists rooted in 

alternative culture related to the hardcore bands joined the Straightedge movement and 

thereby adopted a lifestyle consisting of veganism and opposing drug use, sex, alcohol, 

tobacco and sometimes caffeine. Some people were also influenced by Buddhist tendencies 

widespread within the movement. Many bands had political roots which also the fans widely 

embraced. Furthermore, a lot of people participated in several movements. They had 

veganism as a common denominator and shared many values regarding the “question 

everything” mentality and the alternative music passion (Haenfler, 2004:430) (Ström 2010:5-

7, 13).   

The animal rights movement and the Straight Edge movement swept across the country and 

influenced young people all over Sweden and also the society at large. At this point Umeå 

ended up in the media spotlights and became a focal point of alternative music and culture. 

The youth in Umeå was politically conscious and passionate about gender and environmental 

issues (Ström 2010:5-7). The alternative culture in Umeå has also affected more established 

culture and sometime striven through societal change in a larger context, as in the 90’s. 

http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Refused
http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abhinanda
http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saidiwas
http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doughnuts_(musikgrupp)
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Richard Ström underlines that with support from the alternative movements Umeå can 

promote its image as a music city in the long run.  (Ström 2010:13). However he also points 

out that most of the cities tend to have some kind of culture that is highlighted more than 

others. Even if some people from the alternative movements get in to the leading cultural 

positions in society, most powerful cultural entrepreneurs and leaders tend to be closely 

connected to more established cultural institutions. By this, there is a risk that the cultural 

policies mainly come to focus on the established culture, since cultural arrangements tend to 

reflect the interests and values of the organizers (Ström 2010:13). 

3.5 Summary  

The literature review gives an overview of previous research about the Sami descriptions in 

Swedish media, and discusses the role of alternative culture in Umeå. There is in general a 

lack of critical reviews of the studies presented in this chapter. However, on shortcoming is 

that the studies regarding Samis included in this chapter present how Sami issues, identity and 

representation are seen by non Samis but they lack the Samis own perceptions of their identity 

and representation.  

 

Few studies have examined the alternative cultural groups’ media descriptions and their 

relations towards the dominant culture in a contemporary Swedish context. Furthermore, there 

is a lack of Sami research and a need for Sami issues to be highlighted.  Previous research, as 

well as the application, indicates that there have been earlier problems in how the Samis have 

been described in media, and regarding the alternative cultural groups’ relations with the 

dominant culture. Since Umeå was chosen as the Cultural Capital of Europe in 2014 and 

focused on participation and co-creation in the application, this study examined how these 

groups perceived their participation and descriptions in connection to the ECOC year. No 

previous studies regarding these groups participation in an ECOC year were found.  

 

By examining the Sami and the alternative groups’ descriptions and participation in this 

specific case of the ECOC year, this study contributes with new insights in the media and 

communication field. More specifically it provides the organisers of the ECOC year insights 

regarding the Samis, alternative cultural groups, and place branding, in the context of the 

ECOC year in Umeå. The findings can be useful for future ECOC year planning and help the 

evaluation of the media description s of the ECOC year in Umeå. In the next chapter the main 

theoretical framework is explained further. 
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4. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This section is organized by first an explanation of contemporary Sami research and then 

definitions for and relations between dominant-, alternative and subcultures. Thereafter 

theories of culture and identity and ethnicity are explained in order understand the context of 

the Samis and Subcultures in Umeå. The following section consists of theories of hegemony 

which are central to understand the relations between the different groups participating in the 

ECOC year. In the last parts critical place branding theories which are relevant for discussing 

branding in the context of the cultural capital year in Umeå, are presented.    

4.1 Sami research 

The Samis are an ethnic minority and indigenous group living in the north of Sweden. They 

have gone through a cruel past with abuse and discrimination in Swedish politics and society. 

Ulf Mörkenstam’s dissertation “About the Laplanders’ privileges”: Conceptions of 

“Saminess” in the Swedish Sami policy 1883-1997” examines descriptions of “Saminess” in 

Swedish policy and how these descriptions legitimate certain Sami policies (Mörkenstam 

1999). The picture of the Sami people was dominated by perceptions of reindeer-herding 

nomads which also influenced the policies planned for them. The Sami politics and the 

reindeer herding politics were closely intertwined which lead to exclusion of the Samis’ not 

involved in reindeer-herding. They were not seen as an evident part of the Saminess, thus 

their access to minority rights was discussed (Mörkenstam 1999).    

 

The Samis were seen to be born with certain race-related characteristics which made them 

subordinate the majority population. They were considered as incapable of living 

as“civilized” citizens in proper houses and were said to only be occupied with reindeer 

herding (Lundmark 2008:14). This kind of racist conceptions legitimated political 

arrangements for the Samis, as policies limiting their housing and reindeer herding territories, 

forced displacement of the Samis, among other many other policies where the Swedish state 

made a clear distinction between the Samis and majority society. The Samis had to suffer 

cruel policies for hundreds of years until the Swedish government, in 1977 determined the 

Samis as an ethnic minority, which by their status as an indigenous population within their 

own land, have a special position towards other minority groups and the majority society in 

Sweden (J:sson Lönn 2014:44). 
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Also the Sami language was excluded from the public institutions, and for example forbidden 

in schools, until 1980’s. Bilingualism was not given any support and school planning only 

focused on including the Sami children in the national majority language. Hanna Outakoski 

explains that the changing position of the Sami language in the late 20
th

 century has impacted 

the creation  and widening of Sami identity (Outakoski 2014:60). As Sami identity today is 

changing and becoming recognized as heterogeneous, also the Sami identities are increasingly 

accepted to be interpreted by the individuals themselves (Outakoski 2014:61). 

 

Even after the establishment of group specific minority rights and autonomy government for 

the Samis, still today they are not respected and treated in an equal way as the majority 

population. The Samis still lack influence on the land and natural resources in Samiland, 

which have led to many debates lately, for example linked to mine establishment in northern 

Sweden. The Samis are still today victims of harassment and negative treatment in their 

everyday life due to their ethnicity. There is a widespread lack of knowledge about Sami 

culture and history in Sweden today and the only descriptions of Sami issues that reach 

Swedes in general, is the picture transmitted by mass media (J:sson Lönn 2014:44). 

4.2 Dominant culture  

Different groups in a society share certain material and historical conditions, and thereby to 

some extent, understand and share the others “culture”. Even if they co-exist, they are often 

unequal in relation to each other in terms of productive relations, wealth and power. Cultures 

in a society are thereby “ranked” and have different positions in terms of subordination and 

domination (Hall & Jefferson, 1977:11).The definitions of the world describing the life 

situation of the powerful groups in a society tend to command the greatest weight and 

influence, as well as hold the highest legitimacy in society: “The world tends to be classified 

out and ordered in terms and through structures which most directly express the power, the 

position and the hegemony of powerful interest in that society” (Hall & Jefferson, 1977:11).  

 

The structures and meanings in society which tend to reflect the position and interests of the 

most powerful class will stand in relation to all the others, as a dominant social-cultural order 

representing itself as the culture. Its views of the world, even if they are challenged, will seem 

as the most natural, wide-ranging and as the universal culture. Hall & Jefferson describe the 

dominant culture as a homogenous structure reflecting different interests within the dominant 

class, traces of their past and element of the present. Other competing cultures will, according 
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to them, seek to change, negotiate its hegemony. Subcultures are not in constant open conflict 

with the dominant culture but cultures always stand in relation of domination and 

subordination to each other. The abstract term “culture” as only stand for the most general 

cultural configurations that exist in a society at any historical moment (Hall &Jefferson 

1977:12-13). In the ECOC project in Umeå the so called organisers (municipality politicians, 

EU-administrators) as well as business representatives and many locals sharing the 

mainstream values and interests, are a part of the dominant culture. Even if the cultural scene 

in Umeå is characterised by different perceptions of culture, the actors belonging to and 

sharing the values of the dominant culture, are seen as the culture. 

4.2.1 Alternative and Subculture Culture  

Today, many different alternative forms of cultural expression can be found besides the 

dominant culture. According to Sernhede (2010), subcultures commonly express their 

frustration over the current societal situation by developing own styles and dress codes that 

are often related to a specific music genre (Sernhede 2010:60). When I mention alternative- or 

sub- cultural groups in the context of Umeå, I refer to social groups dedicated to different 

cultural activities and values deviating from the dominant culture. As Boel Olsson (1994) 

claims, the relationship between the established cultures and subcultures is characterized by a 

constant expression of protest against something. The protest can be an expression against a 

certain type of culture or against different forms of social expression (Olsson 1994: 8).  

 

As Gelder describes, subcultures create their own geographies, a set of places or sites through 

which they gains cohesion and identity (Gelder 2007:2). Even if subcultures can take many 

forms they can generally be described as having a “distinctive enough shape and structure to 

make them identifiably different”, be focused to “certain activities, values and…territorial 

spaces” and be “loosely or tightly bounded” (Hall and Jefferson1976:13-14). Even if 

subcultures may appear disorganized to the outside world, they tend to be “tightly organized” 

from their own perspective. Their social worlds tend to have structured rules and protocols 

(Gelder 2007:7).  

 

To be alternative means being something that is not a norm. The alternative needs the 

normative to be expressed, since without a norm the alternative could not exist. They are 

opposites but mutually dependent of each other (Ström 2010). The survival of alternative 

culture is dependent on creation as a form of protest when we know what we do not want to 
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be and create an opposition against it instead. When the protest is pointed towards the 

established culture, the group can be thought of as a counter culture. The term counter culture 

was originally found by Theodore Roszak who defines it as a subculture or a smaller group of 

people who oppose large parts of the broader culture, where they question or reject parts of its 

foundation (Roszak, 1969:26). Counter cultures tend to be based on an alternative political or 

societal vision that, as Sernhede claims, actively denounces the broader culture. Counter 

cultures tend to criticize societal institutions, as salaried employment, and experiment with 

alternative ways of living (Sernhede 2010:60).     

 

Subcultures and counter cultures change in the same way as the society changes. This means 

that individuals and groups are constantly changing and finding new ways of expression. 

Subcultures can also turn into counter cultures. The existing conflict in the relationship 

between the subcultures and the establishment can be expressed as: “even if the established 

society uses them, also subcultures make use of established society to convey the evidence of 

their own existence" (Olsson 1994:11).  

4.3 Culture & Identity 

As the relations between dominant- and subcultures are examined in this study, it is also 

important to discuss the role of culture and identity for cultural groups in order to understand 

the context they live in. Hall & Jefferson define culture as a “level at which social groups 

develop distinct patterns of life, and give expressive form to their social and material life-

experience”. More precisely the specific forms of living, meanings, values and ideas of a 

group, embodied in the distinctive shapes of material and social organization life express 

itself (Hall & Jefferson, 1977:10). Media is powerful in defining different experiences and by 

providing categories for classifying out the social world. It is mainly through media our 

experiences are organized, interpreted and made coherent in contradiction (Hebdige 1991:85).  

According to Stuart Hall, social groups and classes are increasingly divided in their social and 

productive relations; thereby media becomes responsible for: 1. providing the basis for groups 

to create an image of the lives, meanings, practices and values of other groups in the society. 

2. And also to provide images, ideas and representations which compose the social totality 

(Hall, 1977). Social cohesion is only maintained through the appropriation and redefinition of 

cultures of resistance in terms of that image. Media does not only offer images of other 

groups, it also reproduces the picture of the own group which is limited or framed by the 

ideological discourses it is surrounded and situated by (Hebdige 1991:85).  
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4.4 Ethnicity  

Another term that is central when examining different cultural groups in a society is ethnicity. 

Ethnicity is commonly associated with the construction of different groups, based on 

imagined or existing cultural differences, such as language or religion, and power relation 

between minority and majority. It is commonly used for “race relations” and “minority 

issues”, but I prefer to define ethnic identity in a simple way as: “aspects of relationships 

between groups which consider themselves, and are regarded by others, as being culturally 

distinctive” (Eriksen Hylland, 2010:5). Through this approach, ethnicity is not a certain 

characteristic of a specific group, but rather something that is emphasized in relation to other 

groups, and represented as differences. Descriptions of ethnical differences can be long-term 

based or recently created. They are not necessarily based on cultural differences and ethnic 

belonging does not need to explain an individual’s acts (Arvidsson 2001:42). Thereby 

majorities and dominant people are not less “ethnic” than minorities. All people in Sweden 

have several ethnicities which are chosen by them.  Ethnic discrimination tend occur when a 

person is assigned a specific cultural and social belonging regardless if the person identifies 

herself with the identity (Eriksen Hylland 2010:5).   

Ethnical groups may express and maintain their ethnic identity by practicing certain traditions, 

where for example dance, music and dresses, play an important role for their identity. In the 

same way as ethnical expressions, in terms of aesthetic practices, can create positive visibility 

of the minority group in contrast to the majority culture, these expressions can also make 

them attractive. Cultural images can in the some situations put expectations on the specific 

group to act accordingly to their “typical” ethnic expressions. Other forms of cultural 

expression from the group members can thereby be seen as unrecognizable for the majority 

society (Arvidsson 2001:46).  

4.5 Hegemony in theory 

In order to understand relations between different groups in a society, hegemony is a useful 

theory which can be applied in studies which examines relations terms of power. The concept 

of hegemony was first founded by Antonio Gramsci who developed a critique on Mussolini’s 

fascist regime in Italy, in the early 1930’s.  According to Gramsci, social elites and the church 

had the economic, political and cultural power over the public sphere, and the authority to set 

boundaries for how to live. He argued that there was a consensus over on the role and power 

of government, the place of civic culture and limits to participation that unifies citizenship. 

The hegemonic culture was implicit in any kind of formal and informal social education, and 
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was spread by the media and popular culture. Thereby it got the power to establish social 

norms and values that the population would accept in order to fit in. Thus, the hegemonic 

culture became the common sense of all (Gramsci, 1971).   

Gramsci’s concept of hegemony has two related meanings. First, it refers to the consensus 

foundation of an existing political system in civil society. The state has the supreme authority 

in all disputes and their consequences in society. However, according to him only weak states 

need to rely on the threat or use of force by the state authorities. Strong states rule mainly on 

the basis of hegemony. Secondly, the hegemony is the overpowering of the “economic-

corporate”. The hegemonic class represents not only the economically powerful but also the 

“common culture”, the main intellectual and moral values in the society (Adamson 1980:170-

171). In a strong hegemony the subordinated groups accept the superiors and thereby all 

different groups can live besides each other peacefully. The hegemonic order in Umeå 

contains different ethnic and cultural groups with divergent interests. Hegemony can be seen 

as the contrary of revolution, whereby it also becomes stronger by more groups in the society.  

If hegemonic states are mass-based, they actively spread the dominant ideology throughout 

the society. According to Gramsci, political education is practiced through the economic 

institutions of a workplace. Through his view hegemony is not a static concept but rather a 

continuously changing relation between different groups that tend to be uneven in legitimacy 

and to leave little room for antagonistic cultural expression (Adamson 1980:176).   

Through Gramscian view the social norms in every society are set by the societies’ elite, and 

the base or masses just follow the rules. This government is not practiced through direct 

coercion but rather by a de-politicised authority (teachers, traffic wardens, judges and 

magistrates) and government officials. These professions are not political but employed by the 

state in order to uphold their social norms (Lilleker 2006:90). In the context of Umeå, the 

agents of the hegemony would be the formal organisers of the cultural capital year, as EU 

managers, local politicians and the team employed to implement the Umeå2014 programme 

year. I will in this thesis call them “organisers”. As the organisers of the cultural capital year 

base their cultural forms on the dominant cultural ideal, people identifying them with and 

practicing dominant cultural forms have an advantage in the hegemonic cultural order as they 

belong to the majority. The context of ECOC year in Umeå is characterized by two ongoing 

hegemonic tensions, one of ideological character between dominant and sub-culture, and the 

other one related to ethnicity, between minority and majority society. The relevance of the 
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concept of hegemony is thereby related to the process of changed relations between the 

Samis, the alternative groups and the organisers in ECOC project.   

4.6 Place branding in presentations of national identity  

While hegemony refers to the internal discourses within a society or subculture, place 

branding is characterized by the external identity of place. Much like hegemony, place 

branding is as a compressed image, a generalization of competing characteristics within a city.  

Today, place branding is increasingly used to market different cities, nations or regions by 

creating a specific “brand” in order to generate positive associations of a place, its culture and 

the people living there. As an effect of that, nations have in the same way as brands become a 

limited category of discourses and practices. Branding in this setting is a way to narrate the 

specific qualities of a corporation that has become a legitimate way to make nation matter in a 

global context (Aroczyk 2013:39).  

 

In order to be competitive in a globalized world, corporate branding methods are increasingly 

used to promote distinctive features of national or place identity. Consciously highlighting 

certain meanings and myths and tone down others, are commonly used in order to promote a 

unique national identity (Aronczyk 2013:42). Thereby the identity of a place becomes a way 

of encouraging economic benefits that are crucial to be competitive in a globalized world 

(Aroczyk 2013:44).  

 

Melissa Aronczyk defines nation branding as ”…as a result of the interpretation of 

commercial and public sector interests to communicate national priorities among domestic 

and international populations for a variety of interrelated purposes” (Aronczyk 2014:29). It 

can be a strategy of capital regeneration by combining public and private sector resources to 

generate fiscal advantage. The aim is to help the nation-state to attract international capital 

through tourism foreign direct investment, import-export trade, higher education and skilled 

labour. Another function is to create a positive image and opinion by modeling national 

distinctions internationally.  This positive image abroad is also expected to generate positive 

effects back home, such as improving domestic consensus and approbation of actions as well 

as pride and patriotism within the nation (ibid.). 

 

To make the culture of a specific nation attractive, a unique identity needs to be stated. When 

competing for scarce resources, nations must present what makes it different from other 
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options in the market so that tourists, students, investors etc., prefers to visit that nation rather 

than another. But marketing of diversity is ambivalent project since diversity is only seen to 

be of importance if it corresponds to patterns of consumption. As Elizabeth Povinelli claims; 

“the only kind of diversity that matters is one that is defanged for purposes of global trade” 

(Aronczyk 2013:44).  

 

As the above comments show, nation branding tends to create narrow selling concepts of 

complex issues and identities that can be found in a nation.  The aim of place branding is to 

draw people’s attention through positive images, but many aspects of the location’s identity 

are ignored as they are not considered as attractive enough to promote the place. For example, 

ongoing conflicts, smog and negative aspects of the past are seldom included in a brand (Ooi 

2011:56). 

 

As Ooi (2011) claims, there are three paradoxes of city branding. The first reflects the fact 

that cities change over time and the brands are becoming increasingly alike. The second 

claims that city brands always aim to change people’s perceptions of the place. Cities are 

essentially original but branding may destroy the cities original spirit. The third paradox deals 

with the controversy that brands must be attractive and authentic even if the visitors and local 

do not have the same interpretations of the message. The simplistic messages may attract 

visitors but lack the complex identity, which implies that the locals may not recognize the 

brand of their city (Ooi 2011:57).  

4.7 Summary 
The theoretical framework forms the basis for understanding and discussing the empirical 

findings in this study. This study provides insights from a specific case of the ECOC year in 

Umeå, by examining how the media descriptions of these groups’ participation, relations 

between them and the organisers are throughout the process. Also how these groups perceive 

place branding in the context of Umeå provides new insights in the field of place branding. 

Thus, the main theories for this study are hegemony, place branding, Sami and subcultural 

theories.   
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5. MATERIAL & METHOD 

5.1 Material 
The material examined in this study consists of digital news articles from the two major 

newspapers in Umeå, Västerbottens-Kuriren and Västerbottens Folkblad. Västerbottens-

Kuriren is the biggest local newspaper, published six days a week, in Umeå. The circulation 

per day is 30 700 and www.vk.se  had 148 402 unique visitors during week 15, 

2015(www.kiaindex.se). Numbers from TS Mediefakta shows that VK reaches 42,1% of the 

inhabitants in Umeå region. The newspaper has a liberal political approach. Responsible 

publisher is named Ingvar Näslund. Västerbotten – Kuriren’s website www.vk.se is Sweden's 

most visited local news site (TS Mediafakta). 

 

Västerbottens Folkblad is the second biggest newspaper in Umeå. Västerbottens Folkblad is 

published six days a week in Umeå. The circulation per day is 8700 in paper edition and 

www.folkbladet.nu  had 27 272 unique visiors during week 15, 2015 (www.kiaindex.se). The 

reach is 6.6 % of the household in the Umeå region. Västerbottens Folkblad has a social 

democratic approach. Both Västerbottens-Kuriren and Västerbottens Folkblad are owned by 

VK-press foundation.  

 

Media has the power to determine which personalities, groups and tendencies are important 

and need coverage. These representations become through medialization considered as 

important news and tendencies in the society. Thereby media has the power to influence how 

citizens consider different groups, news and the society around them (Arvidsson 2001:69, 94-

95).  

 

The journalism researchers Gunnar Nygren and Kajsa Althén explain in their report 

"Countryside in media shadow" increased tendencies towards stronger urban focus in both 

national and regional media in Sweden. The major newspapers have a particular power to set 

the political agenda that affects individuals as well as decision makers, politicians and 

journalists. This can thereby influence the political priorities regarding political decisions 

within the country, and also lead to a greater division between different parts of the country. If 

only endeavors in the main urban areas will be covered by the major media, the smaller towns 

and the country side tend to fall out in a political- and media shadow. That can on long-run 

http://www.vk.se/
http://www.kiaindex.se/
http://www.vk.se/
http://www.folkbladet.nu/
http://www.kiaindex.se/
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have negative effects for the regional development of those areas and increase tendencies 

towards undemocratic action (Althén and Nygren, 2014:5).  

 

Nygren and Althén point out how the four major Stockholm based daily newspapers in 

Sweden
1
 used to have the intention to cover news from the whole country. Three of them can 

still be purchased throughout the country, except Svenska Dagbladet that recently stopped the 

distribution outside of Stockholm. Also the news coverage regarding towns outside of 

Stockholm and the countryside has been reduced in the three daily newspapers that can still be 

found all over Sweden (Nygren and Altheide 2014:31-32). 

 

The reduction of resources for local newspapers have led to rough consequences for the whole 

news ecologic system: less news are produced locally, less diversity when there is less 

competition – the coverage becomes dependent on one source rather than several newspapers 

and there are less resources for investigative journalism. All these cut downs have effected 

how the countryside is seen in national media, and today the countryside is seldom seen in the 

main daily newspapers in Sweden (Nygren, G & Althén, K 2014:54) 

 

Previous research points out that there is a strong connection between local media, local 

identity and local democracy. An earlier study about local journalism in the Stockholm area 

shows that there is a relationship between reading local newspapers and the strength of the 

local identity. All kinds of local news material contribute in the construction of local identity, 

whether it is about local politics, entertainment or sports (Nygren, G & Althén, K 2014:10-

11). 

 

The media landscape in Norrland is characterized by strong local and regional news 

consumption. The local news media is still strong and reach a large audience compared to the 

rest of Sweden. There are relatively many newspapers left even if the ownership structures 

have become more centered. Thus, local news are frequently available for free, the online 

news reading has not yet become widespread in Norrland. Most of the online readers do also 

read the paper version and the online news consumption is most common in the larger 

municipalities. Perhaps, there is a clear trend that young people prefer to read news online 

compared to older people (Lidström 2012:120-124).    

                                                           
1
 Dagens Nyheter, Svenska Dagbladet, Aftonbladet and Expressen (Althén & Nygren 

2014:31–32) 

http://nordicom.statsbiblioteket.dk/ncom/en/persons/gunnar-nygren(671ae1d4-b1ae-4625-acfc-d9e38de8d4e5).html
http://nordicom.statsbiblioteket.dk/ncom/en/persons/gunnar-nygren(671ae1d4-b1ae-4625-acfc-d9e38de8d4e5).html
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The local daily news press has a strong position in Norrland compared to other parts of 

Sweden.  In the major cities, as Umeå, all the newspapers have a local rather than regional 

profile. The readers can also be found in the original target areas, leading to a strong local 

focus on the news coverage. However, even after the emergence of new online media 

platforms, the media audience in Norrland is very loyal to the media covering the local news. 

Reading newspapers from other regions is less common for people without specific 

connections to the region is unusual (Lidström 2012:120-124) 

 

The main feature of regional and local newspapers is that they generally cover material 

regarding people in the specific area. The Mediebarometern examination of Swedes’ news 

reading habits in 2013 showed that local news is the most important content for both the web-

edition and paper print news readers (Mediebarometern 2013).  Even if local news and events 

are the most read content, readers also expect the local newspapers to accurately and properly 

monitor big political news (Hvitfelt/Weibull 1995:77).  

 

Sweden has historically had a widespread tradition of newspaper reading, just as the other 

Nordic countries (Hallin och Mancini 2004:145). But due to the increased digitalization, the 

editions of print morning newspaper have decreased at the same time as there has been an 

increase in the reading of digital newspapers, that is most remarkable for the evening papers 

(Bergström 2014:191). The amount of internet users has constantly increased since the mid 

1990’s and in 2013 8 out of 10 people used internet on a daily basis or several times per week. 

Not all of this use is about reading news but at least 2 out of 3 people do read news online 

least a few times per week (Bergström 2014: 194-195). 

 

It is important to bear in mind that the population of digital and paper format newsreaders do 

differ.  Both these groups tend to have a higher socio-economic status compared to non-

readers (Shehata och Wadbring 2012; Lithner 2000; Skogerbø och Winsvold 2011). But 

major difference is that the digital readers are on average slightly younger than paper readers 

(Bergström 2005; Färdigh och Westlund 2014; Shehata och Wadbring 2012; Taipale 2012) 

(Bergström 2014:198).  

 

All major local newspapers have adapted to the digital era by publishing news online. This 

gives plenty of advantages for the newspapers as well as for the readers. The online sphere 

gives increased possibilities for interaction with the readers, possibilities to reach larger 
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geographical and socio-economic crowds than the paying subscribers. The online editions can 

beneficially publish news faster and the articles can easily be further spread online within the 

readers’ network. These features make the digital editions gaining increased importance for 

the news reading (Hvitfelt, 2009:41). 

5. 2 Method 
First in this section, an explanation of the quantitative analysis used to get an overview of the 

content written about the Sami and alternative cultural groups’ participation in the cultural 

capital year. Then a qualitative analysis structured by different themes identified with the 

sample is conducted.  

5.2.1 Quantitative content analysis  

A quantitative content analysis is a research method that involves measuring chosen variables 

in a random sample of some form of communication. The implicit assumption behind content 

analysis is that an examination of messages and communication will provide insight into some 

aspects (eg. Beliefs, values) of the people who receive the messages (Berger 2012:135). It was 

chosen as a method to identify relevant articles regarding the Sami and alternative cultural 

groups and by quantifying data consistent comparisons of how often these groups are 

mentioned, in which newspapers, by which authors, whom are commenting, at what date and 

whom they are representative for, could be made.  

The aim of quantitative content analysis is to discover general characteristics representative 

for the material chosen for the study. The analysis is made by operationalising the research 

questions into variables and measuring relevant tendencies in the chosen content. The results 

of a quantitative content analysis demonstrate the frequency or volume of a certain 

characteristics in the material (Ekström & Larsson, 2010:123-125). Bryman underlines the 

importance of examining certain details (as the author, kind of text, status of the 

commentators etc.) in order create a reliable picture of the main actors related to the mass 

media coverage of a specific issue (2002:288). The coding scheme used in this study was 

based on these details
2
. 

Two central terms for the quantitative part of this study are reliability and validity. Reliability, 

deals with the replicability of the analysis and validity concerns if the study measures what it 

is aimed to measure (Bryman 2002:161 ff). As objectivity is of great importance in a 

quantitative analysis I have chosen to clearly present the different methodological choices and 

                                                           
2
The coding scheme can be found in the appendix 
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the coding scheme used for the analysis, in order to make the quantitative part as replicable as 

possible. The variables and the instructions of where they are applied need to be clearly 

indicated, in order to minimize subjectivity (Ekström & Larsson, 2010:122).  

In the first part of this study a quantitative content analysis was used as a method to identify 

relevant articles in the database Mediearkivet and to understand general tendencies in 

material. As the quantitative analysis deals with problems of capturing the meaning generated 

by the context and understanding details in relation to the general tendencies, the second part 

consists of a qualitative content analysis on a sample of articles (Ekström & Larsson, 

2010:25). The qualitative analysis was used as a method to get a deeper understanding for the 

debates and the context of Sami and alternative cultural groups in the Cultural Capital year in 

Umeå.  

5.2.2 Quantitative analysis in practice 

In order to collect a reliable sample articles in which the Sami and alternative cultural groups’ 

participation was discussed, the “Reriever Research Mediearkivet”
3
 database was used. After 

a first brief observation of  digital news articles regarding the Sami and alternative cultural 

groups’ representation, the following terms were found for the cultural capital of Europe year: 

“kulturhuvudstad”, “kulturhuvudstadsår”, “Umeå2014” and “kulturår” (translation: “Cultural 

capital”, cultural capital year”, “Umeå2014” and “culture year”).  

 

These search words were then used to find articles regarding the Samis in Mediearkivet: 

“kulturhuvudstadsåret”, “kulturhuvudstad”, “Umeå2014”,“kulturår”  and “same” or “samer” 

or “samisk” or “samiskt” or “Sápmi” or “sameland” or “samerna” or “samernas” (translation: 

“Cultural Capital Year” “Cultural capital”, “Umeå2014”, “culture year” and “Sami” or 

“Samis” or “Sápmi” or “sameland”).  

 

For articles regarding the alternative cultures the following search words were included: 

“kulturhuvudstadsåret”, “kulturhuvudstad”, “Umeå2014”,“kulturår”  and “kulturutövare” or 

“alternative” or “subkultur” or “motkultur” or “förening” or “gräsrot” or “gräsrötter” or 

“rörelse” or “föreningsliv” or “kritik” or “motstånd” (translation: “Cultural Capital Year” 

“Cultural capital”, “Umeå2014”, “culture year” and “cultural practitioners” or “alternative” or 

                                                           
3
 http://www.retriever-info.com/ 

 

http://www.retriever-info.com/
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“sub-culture” or “counter-culture” or “association” or “grass root” or “grass roots” or 

“movement” or “collective activities” or “critique” or “resistance”)  

These searches resulted in a sample of 61 articles regarding the Samis and 55 articles 

regarding the alternative cultures. After the first sample of articles, six categories were created 

in order to facilitate the selection of relevant material: 1) Articles including a comment from a 

person from the specific group, 2) Articles where a person from the specific group is 

mentioned with name, 3) Articles regarding the specific group not mentioning a specific 

person from the group, 4) Articles regarding the Umeå2014 organisers’ opinions, 5) Articles 

with focus on other groups than Samis and alternative cultures, and 6) Articles with focus on 

other subjects than the Cultural Capital Year.   

 

The quantitative analysis resulted in the following amount of articles regarding the Samis: 13 

articles were found in the first category, 10 articles in the second, 9 in the third, 6 in the 

fourth, 0 in the fifth and 23 in the sixth. For the alternative cultural groups:6 articles were 

found in the first category, 5 in the second, 8 in the third, 10 in the fourth, 2 in the fifth and 24 

in the sixth. 

In the next step articles from the first, second and third categories were chosen for the 

qualitative analysis. Only articles where the Sami and the alternative cultures participation or 

co-creation in the ECOC year was discussed were chosen. Thereby, articles only informing 

about specific events in Cultural Capital year programme or describing specific art 

installations without any further discussion about the he participation of these groups were 

excluded from the sample. Articles that were mainly focusing on other subjects not related to 

the Cultural Capital Year in Umeå were also excluded. 

The final sample consisted of 12 articles regarding the Samis and 10 articles about the 

alternative cultural groups’ participation. In the next step the coding manual was used to 

analyse the articles relevance.
4
 The coding aimed to find out the share of articles from each of 

the newspapers, the writers positions, who were commenting in the articles and whom the 

articles were representative for, by examining whose opinions she/him represents. The results 

of the quantitative analysis can be found in chapter four. 

                                                           
4
 Coding scheme  and coding results can be found in the appendix 
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5.3 Qualitative approach  

In order to study how the Samis and alternative cultural groups participation in the cultural 

capital year was described and how the hegemony between the organisers and the mentioned 

groups changed over time, the second part of the analysis is of a more qualitative character. 

One of the most common approaches in qualitative research is thematic analysis. It was 

chosen as a method for this study as it is the most useful analysis method for capturing 

complex meanings and descriptions within qualitative data. In thematic analysis the data 

consist of themes identified in the chosen material, in this study digital news articles (Guest, 

MacQueen, Namey 2012:10). A common strategy for a thematic analysis consists of creating 

“framework” for the analysis process. The researcher first reads through the material and 

identifies themes and sub-themes which are arranged in to an index of central themes. The 

identified themes and sub-themes are a result of an accurate examination of the material 

chosen for the study. These themes are then applied on data that is organised in main themes 

and sub-themes within them (Bryman 2002:528). 

As thematic analysis requires involvement and interpretation of the researcher, it entails 

certain degree of subjectivity. In thematic analysis the focus is on identifying and describing 

both implicit and explicit ideas within the data, rather than counting explicit words or phrases. 

Codes are commonly developed in order to represent themes identified in the data and, they 

are linked to raw data as summaries indicating later analysis. Such analysis can eventually 

include comparing code frequencies, identifying code co-occurrence, and graphically 

displaying relationships between codes within the data set. As thematic analysis implies more 

interpretation when defining and applying the codes, reliability is of greater concern (Guest, 

MacQueen, Namey 2012:10-11).  

5.3.1 Qualitative thematic analysis 

A general focus on problem, cause and solution was identified in the first examination of the 

22 articles, where after I chose to focus on this approach throughout the analysis. A part from 

these features the analysis was structure by 8 major themes regarding the Samis and 6 themes 

regarding the alternative cultural groups. These themes were big enough to contain several 

sub-themes within them. These themes were chosen since they were all related to the Sami 

and alternative cultural groups’ participation in the Cultural Capital year. Many citations were 

included in the analysis in order to strengthen the credibility and show how different themes 

were discussed in the digital newspapers.  
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The following eight themes that were identified regarding Sami participation in the Cultural 

Capital year: 1.abusive comments (problem) 2. visibility of Sami culture (problem), 3. 

exotified and stereotype descriptions (problem), 4. lack of knowledge (cause), 5. 

Strengthening of the Sami identity (solution), 6. Discrimination in the past (cause), 7. Relation 

towards the majority society (problem) and  8. “brand” for marketing(problem)  

 

The following themes were identified regarding the alternative cultures: 1. included in 

planning but excluded from participation (problem), 2. different view on culture (cause), 3. 

the alternative cultural groups described as “the exploited”(problem), 4. The organisers 

described as “guilty”(cause),5. “brand” for marketing (problem) and 6. strive for another 

view of culture (solution). 

5.4 Source critique 
As the alternative cultural groups are very heterogeneous and are devoted to different cultural 

activities, some articles may have been missed out because of missing search words. The 

procedure of selecting articles for the qualitative analysis required certain degree of 

subjectivity from the researcher. In order to find articles regarding the Samis and alternative 

groups’ participation or co-creation in the cultural capital year, all the articles in the sample 

were read and irrelevant articles, for examples only informing about a specific event, were 

excluded.  

As VK has a liberal and FB a social democratic approach, the ideological foundation of the 

newspapers may affect how the groups are described in the digital articles. Even if the articles 

examined in this study contained many comments from Samis and alternative group 

representatives they may not be fully representative for the groups’ opinions in general. In a 

more extensive study, interviews with representatives from the groups would be a more 

appropriate method and material to get more in-depth insight from individuals in the selected 

groups. This study aims to analyse the media debates, thus the comments and information 

regarding the Samis and alternative groups may have been modified by the journalists in order 

to fit the style, format and narratives of the newspapers. 

6. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The first part of the analysis consists of a discussion of the findings from the quantitative 

analysis. The second, qualitative, section is divided into different themes identified as central 

for the Samis and the alternative cultural groups in the chosen material. As a larger number of 
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articles were found for the Samis, this chapter is structured by first an analysis of the Sami 

articles and then the articles regarding the alternative cultural groups. The results and 

conclusions are presented last.  

6.1 Quantitative Content Analysis 

The sampling procedure showed that slightly more articles were found regarding the Samis 

than about the alternative cultural groups  The results show that the same amount of the 

articles regarding the Samis participation in the ECOC year were found in VK and in FB. 

None of the articles were written by a Sami but representatives for the Samis were 

commenting in many articles (8 of 12). Regarding the alternative cultural groups, 7 out of 10 

articles were found in VK and only 3 in FB, even if FB has social democratic profile that is 

probably closer to the alternative groups ideology compared to the VK’s liberal ideology. 2 of 

10 of the articles were written by a representative for the alternative cultural groups (Emma 

Swanström) and in 5 out of 10 articles (including the articles written by Emma Swanström), 

the alternative cultural actors are commenting their participation in the cultural capital year. 

As the quantitative analysis showed, articles regarding the Sami participation were equally 

often found in VK and FB, but the alternative cultural groups’ participation was covered more 

frequently in VK than FB. Even though FB has a social democratic approach that is probably 

closer to the alternative cultural groups’ ideological views compared to VKs liberal 

standpoint, the ideological approaches of these two newspapers do not seem to imply any 

major differences in how often these groups were covered. However, none of the articles 

found in these newspapers were written by the Samis even though representatives were 

commenting in most of articles about them. The alternative groups instead were represented 

by two articles written by cultural actors and had representatives commenting in the majority 

of the articles. This means that the articles analysed in the qualitative may give a slightly more 

representative description of the alternative groups’ opinions compared to the Samis. 

6.2 Samis 

The following seven themes that were identified regarding Sami participation in the Cultural 

Capital year: 1.abusive comments (problem) 2. visibility of Sami culture (problem), 3. 

exotified and stereotype descriptions (problem), 4. lack of knowledge (cause), 5. 

Strengthening of the Sami identity, 6. Discrimination in the past (cause), 7. Relation towards 

the majority society and  8. “brand” for marketing  
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6.2.1 Abusive comments 

Several articles describe problems with abusive comments from Umeå inhabitants during the 

Cultural capital year events. For example in the opening ceremony, the “Sápmi today” show 

had to close early because of harsh comments pointed towards the Samis.  

 
It went so far that Sápmi Today that was held at the Town Hall Square was forced to close earlier than planned 

because of various violations, and it was also questioned if there would be any Samis in Umeå. 

- There is a lot of misunderstanding and ignorance behind why people do not perceive Umeå as a Sami city. The 

fact that Umeå is Swedish does not exclude Umeå from being Sami too. Historically seen, the Samis have always 

existed in Umeå. (He protects the Sami, 2014-02-22 FB) 

 

The citation above shows that the Samis are not seen as a natural part of Umeå. The 

explanations regarding why Umeå is not seen as a Sami city are described as 

misunderstanding and ignorance. The writer underlines that Saminess is a part of Swedishness 

by explaining that descriptions of Umeå being Sami, do not exclude it from being Swedish. 

 

As in this example, the Sami representative Anna Skielta explains, that it is still in some 

groups accepted to make awful and racist jokes about Samis:  

"There is still an acceptance for a jargon of jokes about the Sami that would be impossible if it dealt any other 

minority group in Sweden" (Prejudices against Sami fought with humor, 2014-02-15, VK).  

 

The comment indicates of the Samis subordinated position towards the majority population in 

the Swedish society today. Even if there have been several attempts to strengthen the Sami 

position for example by establishing group specific rights for them, the Samis are still not 

treated in equal way as the majority population in Sweden(J:sson Lönn 2014:44). 

 

6.2.2 Visibility of Sami culture 

Already after the opening ceremony a widespread debate about the visibility of Sami culture 

started. Many Umeå inhabitants raised their voices regarding that “Umeå is not a Sami city” 

and that “too much Sami culture is visible”. This indicates that many Umeå inhabitants are 

not familiar with Sami culture in Umeå and do not understand that Umeå belongs to Sápmi. 

The following citation points out the Sami representative’s will to present the Sami culture: 

"Jörgen Stenberg likes that Umeå highlights the Sami traditions and the yoik during the Cultural Capital Year 

and he does not understand the criticism that it would have been too much. - Before the end of this year the 

entire spectrum of culture has certainly been presented. The Sami culture has been made invisible for so long 

time, he says" (Acclaimed yoik starts new season, 2014-03-01, VK) 

 

Also in the following citation indicates of a positive attitude towards the increased visibility 

of Sami artists active in different genres. The underlying assumption is that the Sami culture 

is not well presented in general.  
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- What I think has been pretty good is that several Sami artists have been shown in the Image museum. The 

artists have had a chance to be presented, and they have been from various genres, says Sunna. (Sami artist 

with anger as the driving force, 2014-11-22, FB) 

 

As the citations show, several Samis in the articles were instead positive to the Cultural 

Capital Year focus on their culture, and saw it as a way to make their culture more visible in 

Umeå. Also the importance of clarifying that Umeå belong to Sápmi was underlined in many 

articles. The Samis were keen on spreading knowledge about their history and culture and 

wanted the majority society to know that Umeå belongs to Sápmi and thereby visualise that 

the Samis are a recognised part of Umeå. This citation is an example of this:  

 

- The main point with this project is to clearly show that Ubmeje, Umeå, is part of Sápmi. This project 

demonstrates the long Sami presence in what we today call the city of Umeå, both from a contemporary and 

historical perspective. Såhkie Umeå Sami Association sees the Sami knowledge year as an essential first step in 

demonstrating that the Sami and reindeer herding have been here before Umeå existed, and that there are three 

Sami villages engaged in reindeer herding in Umeå municipality's boundaries today. One of them, Ran’s Sami 

village, has a reindeer pasturage located city's outskirts every winter. It shows that the Sami culture is still alive 

and developing (Umeå signs with Sami history, 2014-09-18, FB).   

 

Although Sami culture is not seen as an important part culture in Umeå, the Samis clearly 

indicate that their culture is active within Umeå. In many articles in which the Samis are 

commenting, the focus is on presenting examples of Sami culture in Umeå. This clearly 

shows how the Sami culture has not been very visible in the past even if the Samis have lived 

in Umeå long before the city was founded.  

6.2.3 Exotified and stereotype descriptions 

 

The representations of the Samis were many times explained to be limited to stereotype 

description of people with colourful clothes living in cotas with their reindeers, and the 

ongoing debates and the realistic descriptions of the Sami society were not brought up during 

the Cultural Capital Year. As the Sami artist indicates in the following comment, The Samis 

are expected to act in a stereotype way. 

 

- One can bring up for example health and the situation today with various conflicts, there are of course plenty 

of them, he says and means that Sami art sometimes tend to be represented in a too stereotypical way. 

- Some Sami stuff has almost taken for granted. It should be someone with frock and yoiks, then it is fine, he 

says. (Anders Sunne, Sami artist with anger as driving force 2014-11-22 FB) 

 

A common critique on the events in the ECOC year programme was that the Sami culture was 

represented in a very stereotypical way. The representations were not seen as representative 

for Sami culture or the ongoing Sami debates today. As the event was meant to promote 

Umeå and its culture to foreigners who have less knowledge than “us” Swedes in Sami issues, 
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and expects to see more traditional descriptions, was described as an explanation for the 

stereotype representations.  

- It's always difficult when you get the world's attention on you, it can become a bit stereotype. Then I think 

about the Sami, for example. We have come relatively far in understanding and in the debates, and then we 

receive guests from Europe who expect to see Sami in a cota. This level is very unusual for us to relate to, says 

Sara Meidell. (Culture Year in Umeå recall, 2014-12-13 VK) 

 

At the same time as traditional ethnical expression can create positive visibility of the ethnic 

group, these expressions can make the group seem attractive. Cultural expressions can thereby 

create expectations on the people identifying themselves with the specific group to act 

according to their “typical” ethnic expressions (Arvidsson 2001:46).  

 

 

Several articles also mentioned the importance of the letting the Sami cultural agents “talk 

with their own voices”, which explicitly indicates of problems with Sami representations in 

general.   

 

Besides the artistic expressions, the week has a clear-educating elements and a number of Sami actors speaking 

with their own voices, which is important for development, said Michael Lindblad. (Width and depth to the 

Sami, 2014-02-21 VK) 

 

When the only information the majority population have received about the Sami culture and 

issues, are stereotype media representations, the Sami culture remains limited to traditional 

descriptions of the Samis as “exotic reindeer-herding people”. Then the more traditional 

“Saminess” is seen as the most authentic description of a Sami. Descriptions falling outside of 

the traditional portrayals are not familiar for the majority, and thereby not considered as true 

Saminess (Hedman 2012:201-202). 

 

Even if many descriptions remain stereotype and the realistic pictures of the Sami issues and 

culture are often hard to find, in several articles the Samis express an increased interest and 

knowledge in Sami issues in some parts of the society.  

 

- The knowledge is increasing and becoming deeper within the group that is interested in Sami and Sami culture. 

The group is also starting to pick up (Prejudices against Sami fought with humor, 2014-02-15, VK) 

 

As in the following citation, the Sami representative encourages people to acknowledge their 

prejudices: 

 
- It is incredibly useful for all of us to reflect on our prejudices, and over which stereotypes we have. We often 

don’t know ourselves that we carry on them, says Anna Skielta (Prejudices against Sami fought with humor, 

2014-02-15, VK)  
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People are described to often be unconscious of their prejudices and thereby encouraged to 

reflect on their conceptions. It is also stated that the stereotype descriptions do often reflect a 

lack of knowledge and unawareness of the prejudices that people from the majority society 

have, rather than reluctance towards the Samis. This indicates of a larger societal problem 

regarding the Sami culture’s position in Sweden, and a lack of knowledge among the Swedes 

in general (J:sson Lönn 2014:44). 

 

6.2.4 Lack of knowledge 

 

Several articles describe a lack of knowledge in the Sami history and culture among the 

majority society. It is described as the main reason behind misunderstandings regarding Sami 

culture and as to why the majority society’s perceptions of a Sami identity are limited to 

stereotypes: 

 

"I wish I didn’t have to go through this history lesson every time I talk about my people, but the Swedish 

educational system tells us far more about the American Indians than the Swedish colonization policy" (Long 

live Sápmi, but only if the state wants, 2014-11-29 FB) 

 

Also the following citation indicates of stereotypes regarding the Sami culture: 
 

The lack of knowledge is great among the public, and Anna Skielta and her colleagues receive, for example, 

requests to visit a Sami village. 

- The person then believes that a Sami village is a group of cotas on a mountain, and they believe that is the way 

Samis live. Then we explain that the Sami villages do not look much like that. (Prejudices against Sami fought 

with humor, 2014-02-15, VK) 

 

The Sami representation in the Cultural Capital Year programme and the negative reactions 

from the majority society were frequently explained by a long-term lack of knowledge among 

the majority society which origins from discrimination of the Samis in the Swedish politics 

for many years. The Sami history and culture have never been taught in school which make 

the obsolete descriptions of Samis in the past, still influential for how the majority society 

perceive the Samis (Lundmark 2009:14). The Sami culture was described to have been 

ignored in the Swedish society for long time, and as Johansson Lönn describes, the picture of 

Samis the majority of the Swedes have, is received from media coverage (J:sson Lönn 

2014:44). 

 

However, the many Samis showed a positive view on that the events in the cultural capital 

year could generate good outcomes for the Samis. Lifting up Sami issues and making the 

Sami culture seen as a recognized part of Umeå is described as the main goals from the Sami 

representatives’ side.  
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The Västerbotten Museum offers both handicraft workshops and exhibitions of traditional and innovative Sami 

handicrafts. More crafts and food will presented be during the Sami market. In addition to various artistic 

encounters and expression, the Sami Week offers an opportunity for deepening and problematisation of the Sami 

issue (Width and depth to the Sami, 2014-02-21 VK) 

 

Also the following comment indicates of a positive view on the future: 
 

¬ that is as usual awesome. The association has never been as active as now, says Peter Steggo, himself a very 

important ambassador for Sami culture and who dares to believe in a bright future for the indigenous people in 

the publicity. (He protects the Sami, 2014-02-22 FB) 

 

In the next comment the Sami representative expects the ECOC programme year to result in 

increased knowledge in Sami issues: 

 

He hopes that the initiative will help to increase people's knowledge and understanding for that Umeå is a Sami 

place and part of Sápmi and the Samis are one of the world's indigenous people. (Umeå signs with Sami 

history, 2014-09-18 FB). 

 

The lack of knowledge is mostly discussed in relation to the educational system. The Swedish 

educational system does not provide any mandatory education about Sami history, culture and 

other issues, and the Sami issues are not included in educational material. In some school the 

teachers have brought up Sami issues but in general a widespread lack of knowledge can be 

found in every level of the society, also at the political level as stated in an example below: 

 

In the national teaching curriculum or in the teacher education the Samis are not mentioned, there is neither any 

teaching material. Anna Skielta also has also noticed that the climate in the debate is different, more transparent 

and based on more knowledge. But she was still amazed that the politicians who have to make decisions 

affecting the Sami's life and everyday living, still can get away with explaining that they don’t have knowledge in 

any of the questions. (Prejudices against Sami fought with humor, 2014-02-15, VK) 

 

The Swedish school system is described to focus more on minority groups outside of Sweden 

than on the Samis: 

 
It is an old truth that Swedish children know more about North America's indigenous Indians than if the Nordic 

countries and Europe's only indigenous people. Many of those who are schoolchildren today, and the adults who 

have gone to school before them, have not been told anything at all about the Sami.  (Prejudices against Sami 

fought with humor, 2014-02-15, VK) 

 

This statement shows how overlooked the Sami issues are in Sweden and explains the 

widespread lack of knowledge and existence of prejudices among the majority society. 

6.2.5 Strengthening Sami identity 

Sami culture has been discriminated for long time and thereby also the language development 

has lagged behind over long time in the past. This has affected the Sami identity, as showing 

cultural belonging to Sami or the use of Sami language, was not accepted or encouraged by 

the Swedish politics (Outakoski 2014:60).  A theme brought up in several articles is the 
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importance of activating the Sami language, which is described as a crucial part of the Sami 

culture and identity. 

 

- It is very important that the Sami language becomes vital and that it is spoken everywhere. Language is a 

communication method, and thus a central part of the culture. It is also where a person can find her/his identity. 

(He will protect Sami, 2014-02-22 FB) 

 

The following citation emphasizes the importance of strengthening the Sami language. Also 

the Sami representative commenting the article is underlined being an active Sami even if he 

is not dedicated to traditional Sami practices as reindeer herding: 

 

He is an active Sami but not a reindeer herder, and some of his strongest motivations are to get the Sami 

language to survive, and to become stronger and to contribute so that children become confident in their 

identities. He believes that it is not about choosing a side, those that have an origin that is not only Sami could 

also strengthen the Swedish identity (He will protect Sami, 2014-02-22 FB) 

 

The articles show that the Sami language does not have an obvious position in Sweden. The 

Sami representatives point out that there is a need for the Sami language to become stronger 

and spoken more often.  The language is described as a source for identity creation, and 

thereby it is important for the strengthening of the Sami language, as it is crucial for the Sami 

children’s identities. As Hanna Outakoski explains in her research, the Sami language has 

been excluded and forbidden in schools until the 1980’s. Today the Sami language is going 

through change in position, leading to a widening of the Sami identity. More heterogeneous 

descriptions and self-determination of the Sami identity are increasingly accepted (Outakoski 

2014: 60-61) 

 

In addition, a better position for the Sami language is seen a way to strengthen the Swedish 

identity. This statement makes it clear that the Samis want to integrate their culture to be a 

recognized part of the Swedish culture rather than separate the Sami society from the Swedish 

majority society.  

6.2.6 Discrimination today and in the past 

Even if the Samis were positive to get access to the front stage, the ongoing conflicts with the 

majority society, mainly the state, were brought up: 

 

"Today instead, we get a place of honor in the Capital of Culture year, a bit like a consolation prize, while our 

already greatly reduced land areas are sold out to the highest bidding foreign venture capitalist. Almost at the 

same time as Jon Henrik Fjällgren won the idol show on TV, Robert Gustavsson TV4 and conducted a malicious 

sketch about the Sami, which was reported around 50 times to the review board for incitement to racial hatred. 

The mines will come and the sketch was acquitted without trial." (Long live Sápmi, but only if the state wants, 

2014-11-29 FB) 
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Even though the Samis culture was lifted up during the Cultural Capital Year, discrimination 

outside of the cultural capital year events has not stopped. The spectacular events are seen as a 

way to comfort the Sami and hide real debates. As in the previous example shows, harmful 

comments and stereotyped descriptions of the Samis are still common in Sweden today. Even 

if a lot of people identify themselves as anti-racists, they often do not see the everyday racism 

towards the Samis.  The situation of the Samis today may reflect cruel discrimination of the 

Samis in the Swedish policies until the late 1970’s when they were recognized as an ethnic 

minority with a special position compared to the majority society (J:sson Lönn 2014:44). 

 

Also examples of discrimination in the past are brought up in order to explain the current 

situation for the Samis. 

 

Peter Steggo has additional examples of misconceptions surrounding the Sami people. Such as the old Swedish 

law saying that only reindeer herders are Sami. - It is of course wrong. Reindeer herding is important, language 

is important and the feeling for nature is important. Above all, everyone must have the right to create their own 

identities. (He protects the Sami, 2014-02-22 FB) 

 

The comment indicates that the old misconceptions stated in Swedish politics still affect the 

way Samis are considered today. The portrayals of Sami culture are often limited to 

stereotype descriptions and many Samis request rights to choose their own identities and self-

determination for how the Sami culture is presented. There has been a long term lack of 

knowledge regarding Sami issues in Sweden, and the few descriptions that are  familiar 

among the majority of Swedes, are the stereotype characteristics of Sami culture constituted 

in the Sami policies in the past (J:sson Lönn 2014:44). As Arvidsson (2001) claims, 

representation of ethnic groups can be long time based and are often represented as 

differences in relation to majority groups.  

 

6.2.7 Relation towards majority society  
 

Another theme found in many articles about the Sami representations in the Cultural Capital 

year programme, is the fundamental Sami mistrust towards the majority society. In several 

articles strong word as “fight towards the state” and “anger” are used. These are not the main 

topics of the articles, but brought up in after explaining the actual problem related to the 

Cultural Capital Year in order to clarify the relation between the Samis, the majority society 

and the state. The anger is explained as caused by the Swedish state harming the Sami rights. 

The Sami culture was commonly described to be hidden in the Swedish society in general: 
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A common pattern in Anders art, is however the anger - both against Sweden as a state, and especially against 

the provincial government. Is not it hard to emulate the provincial government at the Nazis?                                                                             

- No, because of what they do and how long they've been holding on so I do not like it, I think it is pretty mild. 

Nazi Germany had an end, but this has been going on for over 40 years and is still going on. (Anders Sunne, 

Sami artist with anger as driving force 2014-11-22 FB) 

The relations between the Samis and the organisers, and people belonging the majority 

society in general is characterised of a tension in terms of ethnicity. As the Samis are a 

minority group that has not always had the same rights and possibilities to express their 

culture in the same way as the majority population. Their subordinated position in the society 

and discrimination today and in the past, is expressed as distrust toward the majority 

population, including the organisers.  

Another example describes “the struggle “for Sami rights as the motivation behind organising 

a yoik festival: 

The struggle for Sami rights to land and water is a key driving force for Lars-Jonas and the other in Vaapsten 

Sijte, in their work with the Björkvatts Festival (Yoik festival with a lot of attitude, 2014-08-02 VK) 

The cultural capital year events and the following reactions are described as indications of 

wider problems that the Samis face in their everyday life. However, these issues are not seen 

as attractive for the Umeå brand. As Ooi (2011) claims, the place branding images are limited 

to positive and selling characteristics of a city and do not necessarily reflect the reality. 

The following statement is another example of the Samis being satisfied about their culture 

and issues made more visible, even if they express scepticism towards the organisers’ 

attempts to “make it right”: 

"Instead we get a place of honour in the Capital of Culture year, a bit like a consolation prize while our already 

greatly reduced areas are sold out to the highest bidding foreign venture capitalist," writes Oscar Sedholm in 

Saturday's debate. The debater Oscar Sedholm is a Sami Parliament member, Hunting and Fishing Sami (Long 

live Sápmi, but only if the state wants, 2014-11-29 FB) 

 

As the citation indicates, the Sami representative seems suspicious towards the organisers’ 

attempt of avoiding the conflicts by celebrating the Sami culture in Cultural Capital year. In 

general, the Samis appear more concern of their issues and rights in everyday life rather than 

in the ECOC year events.  

6.2.8 “Brand” for marketing 

 

Several articles present opinions that question whether the purpose of making Sami culture 

visible during the Cultural Capital programme year really was fair or just a way of attracting 
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people and money to the region. The Sami culture is described to only be seen as valuable if it 

generates money by attracting visitors. 

 

- Now the Samis become kind of a tourist icon for Umeå 2014, to attract money and audience. Then when 

everything is over, where do the Samis end up then? Do they remain as a part of the culture in Umeå even after 

2014? (Anders Sunne, Sami artist with anger as driving force, 2014-11-22 FB) 

The following comment indicates of earlier conflicts between the Samis and the majority 

society. The Sami culture is described as interesting for “Sweden”, only if it can generate 

money: 

"It is as it always has been. We Samis are an omitted group of people whose culture and history is only 

interesting for Sweden if it generates money. Our desire is to live on our land and pursue our livelihoods, to 

have our language and our religion. Is "a special interest" to be weighed against Sweden's financial success? 

"(Long live Sápmi, but only if the state wants, 2014-11-29 FB) 

As the comments above clearly indicate, the Samis feel excluded from the Swedish society in 

general and question if their culture was brought up in the cultural capital year only because 

of marketing motives. The Samis appear consent of how their “unique”culture is seen 

valuable in order to promote Umeå (Aronczyk 2013:44). It seems like the Samis are used to 

being treated this way and question if any interest for their culture will remain after the 

programme year. The Sami representative declares the Samis demand rights to their land and 

freedom to practice their culture and traditions, something that is not clashing with the 

Swedish goals. 

6.3 Subcultures 

The following six themes were identified in the articles regarding alternative cultural groups’ 

participation in the Cultural capital year: 1. included in planning but excluded from 

participation (problem), 2. Different view on culture (cause), 3. the alternative cultural 

groups described as “the exploited”(problem), 4. the organisers described as 

“guilty”(cause),5. “brand” for marketing (problem) and 6. strive for another view of culture 

(solution). 

6.3.1 Included in planning but excluded from participation 

The articles regarding the alternative groups’ participation in the cultural capital year describe 

them as involved in the initial planning process. Different cultural groups and associations 

were invited to participate in the planning of the programme year. Even if they felt some sort 

of scepticism towards the organisers, the alternative cultural groups participated in the 

planning of the programme, and thereby also expected to participate in the implementation of 

the programme. 
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Before everything became cynical, we sat there in the open source meetings; a wide range of cultural actors, and 

felt included. This would lead to a huge investment in our organisations and dreams! We felt some doubt, but the 

passionate for the arts wants to believe the promises to invest in it. (‘The growth is the purpose, the culture 

medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 
 

As the citations show, the alternative cultural groups had high expectations of participating in 

the programme as the organisers encouraged them to participate in the planning process.  

 

Many “open source” meetings where cultural actors participated and brainstormed bombastic projects were 

organized. We were encouraged to gather our ideas in order to create a large-scale programme as possible 

before 2014. We got the impression that we would, through our participation in these meetings, take part in 

designing the program if Umeå won the title. It’s almost pathetic how wrong we were. Today there is not even a 

trace left in the program. She’s got the beat was supposed to become one of the seven “pillars” that would carry 

the program year, the part that would represented gender awareness within culture and would contribute with 

feminist elements in the program. (‘The growth is the purpose, the culture medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 

 

As the example of She’s got the beat shows, the alternative cultural groups wanted to lift up 

different cultural elements in the programme.  After Umeå attained the Cultural Capital status, 

several alternative cultural groups are described as excluded from participation: 

The criticism is fierce from parts of Umeå’s cultural life that feel excluded from the cultural year. – All we got 

was a stinging sense of alienation, says Lina Reichwaldt, Association Kretsn. (“We were shut out from the 

Cultural Year”2014-12-29, FB) 

 

As the Lina Reichwaldt states, the alternative cultural groups felt strong alienation and 

frustration after they were excluded from participation in the cultural capital year. They are 

described to have expressed clear interest in participation and the organisers encouraged them 

to come up with massive ideas. 

 

- They said “think big and a little more than that.” After the rejection, we wanted to know if there were any 

viable project lefts, but we were met with total silence despite promises of the contrary. All we got was a stinging 

sense of alienation, says Lina Reichwaldt. (“We were shut out from the Cultural Year”, 2014-12-29, FB) 

 

The alternative cultural groups feel that they contributed to the “brand” that made Umeå a 

cultural capital, and as stated below, the alternative and hard-core scene feel that after the 

ECOC status was received they were excluded from participation in the programme. The 

alternative cultural groups are described as very disappointed and betrayed by the organisers. 

Emma Swanström, organizer and member of the music association Verket, felt that the alternative music scene 

contributed to Umeå got Capital of Culture year, but that it was not included then. (Great interest in Umeå’s 

cultural co-creation, 2014-12-30 VK) 

The contradiction of encouraging participation in the planning but then denying participation 

in the implementation is described as the main reason of disappointment from the alternative 

cultural side. The alternative groups mean that their cultural identity has been used in the 
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marketing of the Cultural Capital year in Umeå, even if they did not have chance to 

participate. 

The main root of my anger deals with the fact that the vital association and non-profit involvement in culture, 

created the brand that marketed Umeå as a candidate for the European Capital of Culture title. In an animation 

that would sell in Umeå to the jury, the hardcore movement was presented as an important part of Umeå’s 

identity, as it was both then and is now. The scene that I’m a part of. The scene repeatedly denied the project 

funds in this whole process. (‘The growth is the purpose, the culture medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 

In the beginning of the ECOC year planning the alternative groups and the organisers did 

collaborate and the hegemony was stable. The citation indicates of a weakened hegemony 

between these actors as time goes on. The alternative groups feel excluded from participation 

in the cultural capital year and feel increased distrust towards the organisers. 

6.3.2 Different view of culture  

The organisers are described to lie behind the alternative cultural groups disappointed with 

their participation in the cultural capital year process. ”They” excluded “us” (the alternative 

cultural groups) from participation. The reason behind the alternative cultural groups’ lack of 

participation is that they have a different perception of culture. The organisers are described to 

focus on “cultural driven growth” and giving priority to business interests, something the 

alternative cultural groups oppose. 

Having these strong subcultures looks good on paper, but this is an investment for the business interests. Our 

dreams feel distant, it is so cynical everything. Culture should be the purpose not the medium, answers Emma 

Swanström. (“We were shut out from the Cultural Year”, 2014-12-29, FB) 

 

The alternative groups did not know that the ECOC programme would focus on culture driven 

growth. 

 

I do not know when I first heard the words “culture-driven growth”. Which have recently come to constitute the 

purpose of the title European Capital of Culture, this Year. Try them. It is culture that drives growth. The growth 

is the aim, the culture medium. How its existence is justified, and how an investment in culture is justified. (‘The 

growth is the purpose, the culture medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 

The comments show the alternative cultural groups feelings of being let down by the 

organisers, as they only wanted to include them to generate profit. They describe the goal of 

the Cultural Capital year as growth, and not as creation of culture, as the alternative cultural 

groups expected from the beginning. The aim of the Cultural Capital year was not understood 

in the same way from the organisers and alternative cultural groups’ perspectives.  

 

As indicated in the previous comment, the alternative cultural movements are described to be 

very disappointed with the way they were treated by the organisers. In the article below they 
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are marked to have refused from participation in the article. This indicates of increased 

distance between the alternative groups and the organisers, in terms of hegemony.  

 

Many Folkbladet has talked to did also express frustration over the “ridiculously expensive” VIP dinner, broken 

promises about coaching and difficulties for small cultural operators to arrange financing. Several of these 

cultural actors did not want to participate in an article. (“We were shut out from the Cultural Year”, 2014-

12-29, FB) 

 

In the following example, an alternative cultural representative discusses how the difference 

in the perceptions of culture between the organisers and the alternative cultural groups, is the 

reason behind why groups practicing cultural forms fitting to the dominant culture, are 

favoured to participate in the Cultural Capital year programme. 

We have never asked Umeå municipality to enter as implementing partner in any projects. We and our partners 

are able to implement what we want on our own. However, what should be reviewed is the view of culture and 

the hierarchies that makes it more difficult for certain associations to get project funding than for others, 

depending on which form of culture we are doing. The municipality of Umeå could have been able to avoid this 

inequality by rewarding grassroots culture during Capital of Culture year, and they had a responsibility to do so 

as our subcultures were highlighted as a brand in the application process. Our volunteer efforts were packed 

into a product, a product which you promoted. There and then it was your responsibility to make sure to give us 

something back. (“The debate is not about me or Frederick Lindeg, 2014-04-17 VK) 

 

The alternative movements are described to have been excluded from participation because of 

their view of culture, which does not fit the organisers’ view of culture that is the dominant 

view of culture (Hall & Jefferson, 1977:11).. The alternative cultural groups explain the 

organisers as responsible for including them as the alternative cultural groups were 

highlighted in the application process.  

 

These statements indicate expressions of protest towards the dominant culture. The organisers 

of the Cultural capital year belong to hegemonic elite, with an ideology characterised by an 

“economic-corporate” ideal. They have the power to define the character of the project with 

their dominant view of culture (ibid). When the alternative cultural groups feel excluded from 

the programme since their cultural practices do not fit the dominant culture which the 

organisers are a part of, they protest towards the organisers and their objectives with the 

cultural capital year. The alternative cultural groups’ identity and existence are dependent on 

opposition against something. As in this case when the protest reflects the established culture, 

the groups can rather be seen as countercultures (Roszak, 1969:26). Counter cultures are 

based on an alternative political vision, and aim to denounce the broader culture (Sernhede 

2010:60).     
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The following statements clearly indicate the difference between the organisers’ and the 

alternative groups the perceptions of what is the objective with culture. The main reason 

behind the dissatisfaction is described as the alternative cultural groups feel that they created 

the “brand” that generates money to the organisers during the programme year. The 

organisers with a different values and view of culture are now getting profit from the 

alterative groups’ cultural characteristics. 

It will take time for me to forget what Krister Olsson from Balticgruppen said in an interview in 

Västerbottenskuriren: “I believe in culture driven growth. Cultural Left in Umeå has to realize that you cannot 

just expect to get money for their activities; they must also be involved and jointly develop something that 

creates growth. “. I have no words to describe how angry his statement makes me. There we have the two words 

again, as appeared from nowhere and which have become a mantra. There Krister Olsson sits and earns many 

millions on the brand that volunteers have created, because we made Umeå to win the title as European Capital 

of Culture. (‘The growth is the purpose, the culture medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 

The organisers view on culture is described as “culture driven growth” and the alternative 

cultural groups described culture to have “a characteristic value itself”. This conflict reflects 

the long-term difference in ideology between the alternative and the dominant culture. The 

dominant culture in the society is based on the powerful class’ interests and perception of 

culture, representing itself as “the culture”. Other competing cultures seek to negotiate the 

dominant hegemony, as cultures can always be found in a domination-subordination relation 

to each other(Adamson 1980:170-171).  

 

In the following comment, the alternative cultural representative argues for the intrinsic value 

of culture. The alternative groups, described as “we”, are explained to have created the 

distinctive culture that made Umeå attractive as a candidate for the ECOC year, 

We are not doing it to generate growth. We do it because we have to, and since art has a definite self-worth. We 

create, consciously and / or unconsciously influenced by the city we live in, it’s cultural heritage, and, together 

with the building blocks that develops its distinctive character. The distinctiveness made Umeå interesting as a 

candidate for the Capital of Culture title. Umeå would not have become a Capital of Culture without us. (‘The 

growth is the purpose, the culture medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 

Also the organisers’ seem to have difficulties to understand the alternative cultures, as a 

stereotype comment below indicates:  

When the jury stepped inside the door to the Institute of Design, I stood there in my nicest dress and a glass of 

champagne in my hand. I told the jury chairman, Sir Bob Scott, about She’s got the beat, and he asked was “Do 

you often get to hear that people believe you’re all lesbians?”  The situation was slightly surreal. Could this 

really be the man who had the most power of all to determine which city would become the European Capital of 

Culture? Soon after this, Umeå won the title, and since then it has been quiet from their side. No invitations to 

participate in meetings, in reference groups, or to the monitoring of project ideas. (‘The growth is the purpose, 

the culture medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 

 

The comment clearly indicates how the representative for the alternative cultural groups and 

the powerful organiser of the Cultural Capital year, both show distrust towards each other. 
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The organisers question regarding the alternative feminist group “She’s got the beat” is an 

indicator of his prejudices regarding feminists, and shows ignorance towards their cultural 

form. 

6.3.3 The cultural grassroots described as ”the exploited” 

In several articles the alternative cultural movements in Umeå are described as ”the exploited” 

since they were excluded from the Cultural capital Year programme. The processes and 

structures in the municipality of Umeå are described as the reason behind them being 

exploited.  

The invited grassroots associations were invited in order to create magnificent projects, but were left out after 

they were exploited to win the title. Emma Swanström is one of the few who then submitted an application for a 

start-up of concert activities in the Norrland, with a wish to get 449,860 crowns in funding. 

She lacked co-financiers and got slammed, Verket, the association that she is engaged in, however, has received 

money. But few of the “exploited” have submitted an application? 

- It is what the municipality that has been saying against us, but we have in dialogue been told that they do not 

grant such projects. (“We were shut out from the Cultural Year”, 2014-12-29, FB) 

  

Emma Swansröm, the representative for the alternative cultural groups, delineates that the 

debate deals with deeper structures within the municipality of Umeå. She speaks for “all 

cultural actors” feeling excluded from the ECOC year in Umeå. 

This debate is not about me, or about Fredrik Lindgren. It’s about all the cultural actors in Umeå who feel 

exploited and exclude from Capital of Culture process, and about structures in the municipality of Umeå that 

have led to why everything went so wrong. (“The debate is not about me or Frederick Lindeg, 2014-04-17 

VK) 
 

In the following articles Emma Swanström and Lina Reichwaldt described the alternative 

cultural groups as been “exploited” by the organisers. The contradiction of have been ask to 

participate in the planning but then being excluded from the Cultural Capital year programme 

is described as the cause of their anger. Structures within the municipality of Umeå are given 

as a reason behind these problems.  A clear distinction between “we” the alternative cultural 

groups and “them”, the organisers, is made. The alternative groups mean that the organisers 

intentionally wanted to disapprove their projects, and thereby exclude the alternative groups 

from participation. These comments indicates of increased distance between the organisers 

and the alternative groups, in term of hegemony. 

 

The following statement clearly indicates that the programme year has not been popular 

among all cultural actors in Umeå. 

 

- Now it is discussed to have been a success, but we still need ask for whom it has been a success. (Great 

interest in Umeå’s cultural co-creation, 2014-12-30 VK) 
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In the articles the alternative cultural groups’ are disappointed with the organisers since the 

objectives of the cultural capital year process seem to have changed during the year:  

We suggested then that we would construct a new building to the Verket association, as a Capital of Culture 

project. Now the talk about long-term projects was passé, and the proposal was not suitable as a Cultural 

Capital 2014 project, as it suddenly would only contain public events. (‘The growth is the purpose, the culture 

medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 

 

The alternative group representatives describe organisers the project objective as “long term” 

from the beginning and as ” large scale public events” later on. 

 

-From The beginning, everything should have been outstanding, long-term, the information about them only 

funding public arrangements came later. This is the problem with the whole process, answers Emma Swanström 

who is critical towards that the culture-driven growth has taken over. (“We were shut out from the Cultural 

Year”, 2014-12-29, FB) 

The alternative cultural groups are described to have proposed their ideas and they mean that 

the organisers changed the objectives of the Cultural Capital Year during the process. They 

claim that only public events and the slogan “cultural driven growth” had taken over. 

 

The following articles show the alternative cultural representatives as being positive towards 

the ECOC project in the beginning. Even if the sub-cultural movements are since before 

known to take distance from the dominant culture, in several articles they also expressed a 

will to participate. At the same time they indicated being a bit sceptic to the project already at 

an early stage. 

 

I gave the Cultural Capital year a chance, despite my doubts. I made it as the municipality promised that 

everyone would be involved, and I saw the chance to implement impressive projects (‘The growth is the 

purpose, the culture medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 

 

The citations show that the alternative cultural groups saw the Cultural Capital year as 

potential for them to implement big projects and promote their cultural activities. They clearly 

indicate that they have really showed a will and tried to participate. 

 

- I am very disappointed on them excluding the Kulturnatta project, the city’s largest annual event and co-

creation with hundreds of actors, from getting a boost and strength during the Cultural Capital year. We have 

definitely tried, says Niklas Carlsson, who believes that their project applications have been extensive, thorough 

and realistic. (Kulturnatta disappointed in 2014, 2014-05-19 VK) 

 

The hegemony between the organisers and the alternative groups was good in the beginning, 

as the both groups showed interest in participation and creation of the ECOC year together. 

When the alternative cultural representatives describe them trying to get involved but being 

refused by the organisers, the hegemony starts to weaken. 
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6.3.4 The organisers described as “guilty” 

The municipality of Umeå and the organisers are seen as the ones who excluded the 

alternative cultural groups from participating. They stood behind the idea and implementation 

of the project and belong to the dominant culture.  

- They wanted to include Sunset Park in the program book, but we refused. Take the honor while they treat us 

disrespectfully, says Lina Reichwaldt who points tough criticism at Marie-Louise Rönnmark for her statement 

“The subculture often likes to stand outside ...” in the newspaper QLTR Online. 

“How can she ...?” 

- I sent an email which she never responded. How can you go out and say such a thing when we really tried to be 

involved? She says. (“We were shut out from the Cultural Year”, 2014-12-29, FB) 

 

The comments above indicate that the different views of culture between the alternative 

groups and the organisers are not a new tendency. As Marie-Louise Rönnmark’s (local 

politician) comments in an article indicates, she recognizes that the subcultures often take 

distance from the dominant culture. At the same time Lina Reichwaldt, representing the 

alternative view, claims that this time they have really tried to be involved. The alternative 

cultural representative choice to lift up this example indicates of strong disappointment with 

the organisers.  

 

The organisers and the alternative cultures are described to have different opinions on what 

made the alternative groups excluded from participation. The organisers described the 

alternative cultural groups as unexperienced in applying for financial help, but Emma 

Swanström explains that not being the case: 

 

Fredrik Lindengren, your response to my article suggests that Verket would have been dependent on more 

support than what the municipality could offer, and that we are not as capable of applying for project funding, 

as other actors. I’m sure that the municipality of Umeå only loses by such position. The only way forward is to 

try to find answers to the questions “Why did it end up so wrong?” And “What can we do to deserve the cultural 

actors’ confidence?” (“The debate is not about me or Frederick Lindeg) 

 

Emma Swanström describes the artistic director of the ECOC year in Umeå, Fredrik 

Lindgren, as unfamiliar with the alternative cultural groups’ experience of seeking project 

funding. 

Fredrik Lindgren, artistic director in 2014, has in VK claimed that Umeå’s musical life did not appear in the 

program year because we do not have the habit of seeking project funding. I’ll tell you about the projects I have 

been involved in writing and sent to get project funding from the municipality (‘The growth is the purpose, the 

culture medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 

 

 

She also means that the problem is not related to the amount of money but the way the 

alternative cultural groups were treated. The alternative cultural movements are described to 

have been excluded in the programme, and instead representatives from the commercial and 

business world have got the focus.  
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We had ambitions to do a lot more this year, but the big problem is not the amount of money, but the process and 

how we and others have been treated during the journey. (“The debate is not about me or Frederick Lindeg, 

2014-04-17 VK) 

 

The alternative cultural actors lift up another example of disappointment with the organisers: 
 

I saw the list of all invited to the municipality’s Official VIP party in connection with the opening of the Capital 

of Culture year, and could not avoid thinking about the developments: First, the application would be built by us 

cultural actors. Then almost as many cultural practitioners as representatives from the business community met 

the jury. At the VIP party, the business was in focus, and the cultural practitioners in very small minority (a 

receipt for 1,885,063 SEK). There has been a shift in focus along the way. Was it a part of the plan, or just a 

result of market forces and interests? (‘The growth is the purpose, the culture medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 

 

The different view of culture and the anger towards the organisers is also expressed by the 

note with price of the VIP party. Here the alternative groups do not only feel excluded, also 

they feel replaced by business representatives, so called hegemonic elites. This shows once 

again of the dominant ideology’s power in style of the event. These comments clearly indicate 

of a weakened hegemony between the organisers and the alternative groups. The hegemonic 

elites have an advantage of being part of the dominant culture and to have a higher position in 

terms of hegemony (Adamson 1980:170-171). 

 

In general the alternative cultural movements claim the cultural actors in Umeå being 

excluded from participation in the Cultural Capital year. The alternative cultures do not 

believe their critique is taken seriously and believe that their critique is rather seen a general 

protest that sub-cultural movements are associated with.  

Emma Swanström regarding the organisers: There is a discourse saying that cultural grass roots in a routine-

like way, always protest when cultural initiatives are done from above, and that we are charmingly “refreshing” 

in our criticism. (‘The growth is the purpose, the culture medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 

 

The citation indicates, the organisers being familiar with sub-cultural movements practice of 

protest towards the dominant culture (Olsson 1994:8).  Emma Swanström, seems to feel 

unhappy with that view of the alternative cultural groups. 

6.3.5 “Brand” for marketing 

A very common conclusion found in the articles regarding the alternative cultural groups’ 

participation in the cultural capital year, is that representatives from different alternative 

cultural groups claim themselves have been exploited as a “brand” to promote Umeå.  

When the hardcore scene and grassroots movements were marketed as a trademark for Umeå, I felt safe: They 

would never dare to boast over us without giving anything back to the cultural expressions that they had always 

opposed. So wrong I was. If I had known that all those open source the meetings was about culture actors in 

Umeå would work for free so the municipality would get the title as Capital of Culture 2014, I would never had 

participated. (‘The growth is the purpose, the culture medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 
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As the citation showed, the alternative group representative seemed to be aware of the 

alternative cultural groups’ culture being used as a brand to promote Umeå. In exchange, they 

expected to be able to participate in the Cultural Capital year programme. As the following 

citation indicates, it is described as the organisers’ responsibility to let them participate: 

Our volunteer efforts were packed into a product, a product which you boasted. There and then it was your 

responsibility to make sure to give us something back. (“The debate is not about me or Frederick Lindeg, 

2014-04-17 VK) 

 

As the following statement indicates, the alternative cultural groups are described as the 

creators behind the distinctive culture that made Umeå interesting as a candidate for the 

ECOC project. They indicate the characteristics of their unique cultural forms were used to 

differentiating the brand of Umeå from other competing options, in order to attract capital to 

the city (Aronczyk 2013:44). The alternative cultural representative mentions that Umeå 

would not have been able to become the cultural capital without the alternative cultures: 

 

We create, consciously and /or unconsciously influenced by the city we live in, it’s cultural heritage, and, 

together develops its distinctive character. The distinctiveness did Umeå interesting as a candidate for the title of 

Capital of Culture. Umeå had not become Capital of Culture without us. (‘The growth is the purpose, the 

culture medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 

 

A clear distinction is made between “we”, the alternative cultural groups, and “them”, the 

organisers who only care about profit.  

 

There Krister Olsson sits and earns millions because of the brand that volunteers created, as we made Umeå to 

win the title of European Capital of Culture. (‘The growth is the purpose, the culture medium, 2014-04-10 

VK) 

 

As the articles mention, the alternative cultural groups express dissatisfaction in the way their 

culture was used as brand to achieve the Cultural Capital status for Umeå. The distinctive 

characteristics of the cultural groups are described as being packed into a product to market 

the city in the same way as the nation branding strategists make selling models of national 

distinctions (Aronczyk 2014:29).  Place branding techniques are increasingly used to promote 

cities and nations in the same way as products are created into distinctive brands in order to 

compete among other options. The culture in a specific region is stated as a unique and 

attractive identity that makes the specific place different from other competing options 

(Aronczyk 2013:44). 

6.3.6 Fight for another perception of culture 

The critique of the European Cultural Capital programme seem to have led to more suspicion 

towards the organisers as the time goes, and several representatives from the alternative 
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groups question if the initial goal was only “cultural driven growth” and if their cultural 

expressions or participation never was of interest. From the alternative cultures view, this 

conflict seems to encourage them to fight for a “different view on culture” and seem to 

increase the distance between the groups.  

“In a capitalist world is a different sort of Culture perhaps a utopia. He the culture driven growth is the 

objective, and there may never were any other thought behind the strive to win the title. Perhaps, we cultural 

actors were just too naïve, when we sat in the meetings oat Folkets Hus and thought we would get something 

back for all our hard work and dedication. It does not stop me from persevering in the struggle for a different 

view of culture: A cultural perspective where we do have an intrinsic value, and where there is a place for us 

who practice culture because we must.” (‘The growth is the purpose, the culture medium, 2014-04-10 VK) 

 

In the example above, the critique is related to a wider societal context where the slogan 

“culture driven growth” is seen as a part of the capitalistic world today. The article writer, 

Emma Swanström, question if the alternative cultural groups have been “too naïve” believing 

that they would be welcome to participate in Cultural Capital year programme. Instead, her 

conclusion indicates that these events have encouraged her to “fight for another vision of 

culture” where people practicing culture because they have to can fit in.   

Choosing to remain outside is definitely better than to try to engage but be denied to access, according to Lina 

Reichwaldt Association circuit. (“We were shut out from the Cultural Year”, 2014-12-29, FB) 

 

In the case of Umeå, the sub-cultural resistance is brought alive by the renunciation of the 

alternative cultural groups in the Cultural Capital year programme. The earlier scepticism 

towards the majority culture seems to have been fuelled by increased mistrust between the 

dominant culture and the alternative cultures during the Cultural Capital year.  

 

“We were tired already when the year kicked off, told Alexis Rancken who participated in the countermovement, 

during a recent visit in Umeå. Another interpretation could be that the movement died on its own command, this 

by positioning themselves too sharply against the Capital of Culture project, which closed the understanding of 

the larger context that could offer constructive force”.( The culture building’s third wow factor, 2014-09-03 

VK) 

 

As the citation above shows, similar tendencies were found in against the Cultural Capital 

project in Turku. This indicates that the Capital of Culture project tends to promote the 

dominant culture in a city, and that the subcultural protest against it is not a new phenomenon. 

The term “culture”, can as Hall &Jefferson mean, can only stand for the most general cultural 

configurations that exist in a society at any historical moment (Hall &Jefferson 1977:12-13). 

As sub-cultures do not identify themselves with the dominant vision of culture, they express 

their dissatisfaction through protest of the organisers. The relations between the organisers 

and the sub-cultural groups were at the initial planning stage good, but as their different 

values and views of culture became increasingly visible and as the alternative groups felt 

excluded from the Cultural Capital year, also their relations turned more conflictual. The 
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subcultural groups’ starts at this stage turn into countercultures, since their protest is gradually 

coming to reflect a wider societal dissatisfaction (Olsson 1994:11). 

 

The hegemony between the organisers and the alternative groups is at this stage weakened as 

the same norms are not shared and consensus is not achieved. The projects planned by the 

hegemonic elites are no longer accepted by the alternative cultural groups. The Cultural 

Capital project that at is initial stage unified different cultural actors in Umeå, does at the 

implementation stage divide the organisers and the dominant culture further away from the 

alternative cultural actors (Gramsci, 1971).   

6.4 Final discussion 

 

The descriptions of Sami participation found in local news articles, give a dismal picture of 

their participation in the ECOC year. The Samis were described as victims of abusive 

comments from Umeå citizens, stereotype descriptions, and their culture was seen as 

subordinated the majority culture by many locals in Umeå. The main reason behind the 

problems related to the Sami participation was described as lack of knowledge among the 

majority society, including the organisers and most of the citizens in Umeå. Many articles 

emphasized that Sami culture and issues need to be visualised more, and the Samis were 

described as proud to present their culture and lift up their issues.  

 

Both the articles and previous research shows the problems with Samis’ participation and the 

following reactions reflect a wider societal problem in Sweden rather than pure discontent 

with the organisers. The lack of visibility and the stereotype descriptions, are long-term 

problems that are grounded in the widespread lack of knowledge for the Sami culture that still 

exist in the Swedish society today (J:sson Lönn 2014:44). The Samis have been discriminated 

in the Swedish politics over many hundred years and even if they have an improved position 

today, the negative and stereotype descriptions remain among the majority society (Lundmark 

2008:14).   

The alternative cultural groups instead, were described as angry after being excluded from 

participation in the programme year, even if they were included in the planning process. As 

their culture was a part of the motivation for Umeå’s cultural capital status, they expected 

participating in the cultural capital year. As the year goes, the alternative cultural groups 

become increasingly disappointed with the organisers.  The existence of conflicting views of 

culture between the alternative cultural groups’ and the organisers belonging to the dominant 
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culture were implicitly indicated already in the application. Although the Cultural Capital year 

programme aimed to include and gather different cultural forms and groups to organise the 

programme year together, regardless of conflicts in the past.   

The relation between the organisers, the Samis and the alternative cultures, three groups with 

different cultural interests, was at the initial stage described with words as participation and 

co-creation in the EU-documents. A new approach for organising a European Cultural Capital 

year with involvement of local cultural actioners and associations, was designated in 

enthusiastic words. This approach was expected to result in increased participation of local 

actors. In the application process, the organisers and the alternative cultural groups and the 

Samis were all, according to the EU-documents and the news articles, satisfied with their 

collaboration in creation of the application that would make Umeå winning the cultural capital 

status.  

 

At this stage the hegemony in Umeå was described as stable since groups with different ideas 

act together with the aim to seek consensus, and plan a programme for the Cultural capital 

year where different groups are included. The hegemonic elite and the alternative cultural 

groups were approaching each other, in collaboration and acceptance. In this process the 

hegemonic ideology gleeted downwards from the organisers to the representatives of 

alternative culture participating in the programme planning and the organisers take in 

consideration the alternative cultural groups’ perspectives (Adamson 1980:170-171). The 

alternative cultural groups accept the existence and the ideas of the hegemonic class, as well 

as the organisers accept the alternative cultural groups’ participation. At the initial stage, the 

planning of the Cultural Capital year programme unifies these groups and strengthens the 

hegemony in Umeå (Gramsci, 1971).   

Further on, when the Cultural Capital title was achieved, problems with participation of these 

groups were found in local news articles. The debates dealt with the cultural actors’ chances 

to participate and their ways of participation. The organisers of the cultural capital year 

belonging to the dominant form of culture expected the alternative cultural groups to adapt to 

the hegemonic cultural order. As the alternative cultural forms did not fit the dominant 

cultural forms and ideals, they were excluded from participation in the cultural capital year.  

The Samis instead, disliked the way the organisers chose to represent their culture and 

demanded self-determination for how their culture should be visualised. Thereby, their 
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discontent mainly deals with the behaviour of the majority society, especially regarding 

abusing comments received under the events. They see the majority society including the 

organisers, as unaware of their culture, and thereby making the same mistakes as before. The 

Samis often describe their culture and issues being ignored for long time. In relation to that 

they also describe the Cultural capital year project in positive terms, as a chance to make their 

culture more visible. Their solutions for the problems are stated as recognition and increased 

visibility for Sami culture and issues. 

As tensions between the Samis, the organisers, and the alternative cultural groups increase, 

the hegemony in Umeå weakens due to dissatisfaction with the hegemonic organisers. The 

Samis blame the majority society to make the same mistakes as before, regarding how their 

culture is described. The alternative groups instead, do no longer accept their subordinated 

position under the hegemonic elites. The articles show patterns of increased antagonism 

between “we”, the alternative cultural groups and “them”, the organisers. The main cause of 

the conflict seems to reflect their different views of culture and ideology and the solution to 

the problems seems to be protest. At this stage the alternative cultural groups show increased 

tendencies of becoming a counter culture, as their protest actively denounces the broader 

culture and strive for an alternative political vision (Roszak 1969:26).   

Both the Samis and the alternative cultural groups express distrust towards the organisers 

regarding the way their cultures have been portrayed in the cultural capital year project. The 

Samis question if their culture was brought up in a stereotype way only in order to promote 

Umeå as an exotic place for foreign tourists. The Samis appear consent of how their “unique” 

culture is seen valuable in order to promote Umeå (Aronczyk 2013:44). In the articles, the 

Samis indicate a will to promote their culture but they clearly take distance from their culture 

being used a stereotypical way in order to create a selling brand.  It seems like the Samis are 

used to being treated this way and question if any interest for their culture will remain after 

the programme year.  

The alternative cultural groups instead, mean that their cultural forms were used as a brand to 

win the Cultural Capital status and to create growth in the region. They doubt if the organisers 

ever had any interest for their cultural forms and if they just saw the brand as a way to attract 

visitors and money. They claim their right to participate in the cultural capital year events, as 

their culture created the brand that gave Umeå the ECOC status. The alternative cultural 
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groups’ do generally oppose the organisers’ dominant cultural forms and aim to promote 

economic growth. Thereby the branding of Umeå clashes with their ideological ideas. 

6.4.1 Conclusion 

In conclusion, cultural hegemony is a complex concept that has been difficult to use in an 

adequate way when interpreting the findings in this study.  However, the discussion regarding 

the relations between the organisers, the Samis and alternative groups’ relations in terms of 

hegemony has provided some insights regarding their relations throughout the ECOC process. 

As many alternative groups and Samis felt included in the planning at the initial stage, the 

hegemony within Umeå was stable. Thus, dominant cultural forms dominated the ECOC 

programme year, the hegemony between the organisers, the Samis and the alternative groups 

weakened. Which groups are given a chance to participate in the ECOC year indicates what 

cultural forms are seen as important by the organisers. This can certainly affect the relations 

between the different groups within a city and also how culture is seen by people offside of 

the city. 

A simple and positive image of a city can be created through place branding. As in the case of 

Umeå both the “exotic” Sami culture and “distinctive” alternative scene where lifted up as a 

characteristics to promote Umeå. Since the residents normally have far more knowledge of 

the culture, as well as ongoing debates and conflicts in the city, the place branding image is 

probably giving a too simplistic picture of the city for its own inhabitants (Ooi 2011:56-57).  

Place branding techniques are thereby more of a tool for the hegemonic elites to promote a 

city through its identity in order to create positive visibility and thereby attract tourist and 

investors to the city. 

The way culture was presented in the Umeå cultural capital programme has certainly 

influenced how people from outside of the Västerbotten region perceive culture in Umeå and 

the north of Sweden. Representing the culture of a region in Cultural Capital year programme 

is a difficult task since cultural expressions and identities in a city are of complex nature and 

difficult to comprise in concise brand. Place branding strategies tend to be problematic as the 

“brand” of a place has the power to influence how people, especially foreigners who are not 

since before familiar with the place, perceive a specific place, its culture and people living 

there. The image created is often closely associated with what the target group is expected to 

want to see rather than the “realistic” picture of the people, culture, ongoing projects and 
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conflicts in the city. The only kind of diversity that matters is one that is defanged for 

purposes of global trade” (Aronczyk 2013:44).  

6.4.2 Contribution to the field and future research 

The findings of this study indicate that future ECOC year organisers and city branders should 

be aware of the difficulties of promoting and planning cultural year events. As culture in a 

city is a complex theme and branding deals with creating a selling niche, using branding 

strategies for promoting multifaceted place identities tend to result in stereotype and exotic 

descriptions. Different cultural groups certainly want to decide how their culture should be 

presented. Thereby, this study may give some useful background knowledge when new 

ECOC strategies are planned in the future. An interesting question for further research would 

be to see how alternative and indigenous groups have been involved in other ECOC year 

cities throughout Europe. Also examining how the relations between the Samis and the 

alternative groups’ have been in Umeå could also be interesting to study.   
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Appendix: 

Coding scheme 

Title: the original title 

Date: 

 

publishing date 

Name and position if the article writer is representing a specific group 

 

Newspaper: 1. Västerbottens-Kuriren  2. Västerbottens 

Folkblad 

Commenting: name and position of the person commenting in the 

article 

 

Represents: 1. General 2. Samis 3. Alternative 

cultures 

 

 
Coding 

results Sami         
Article 

number: 1 2 3 4 

Title: 

Long live the Sápmi , 

but only if the state 

wants 

Sami artist with anger 

as a driving force Umeå promotes Sami history 

Yoik Festival with 

great attitude 

Date: 2014-11-29 2014-11-22 2014-09-18 2014-08-02 

Name and 

position: 

Linda 

Westerlind  (journalist) Jon Jonsson (journalist) Erik Isberg (journalist) 

 Elin Axelsson 

(journalist) 

Newspaper: 2 2 2 2 

Commenting: 

Oscar Sedholm, 

chairman of the Sami 

parliament 

 Anders Sunna, Sami 

artist 

Michael Lindblad, chairman 

for Såhkie Umeå Sami 

association 

Lars-Jonas 

Johansson, yoik 

festival organiser 

Represents: 2 2 1 2 

 
Coding 

results Sami         
Article 

number: 5 6 7 8 

Title: 

Hailed yoik starts 

new season 

He protects the Sami 

language 

Width and depth to the 

Sami 

Prejudices against Sami 

fought with humor 

Date: 2014-03-01 2014-02-22 2014-02-21 2014-02-15 

Name and 

position: 

 Tom Juslin 

(journalist) 

Jerry Lindkvist 

(journalist) 

Karin Bernspång 

(journalist) Catarina Saha (journalist) 

Newspaper: 1 2 1 1 

Commenting: 

Jörgen Stenberg, 

yoik artist Per Steggo, Sami 

Michael Lindblad, 

chairman for Såhkie Umeå 

Sami association and Anna-

Lill Ledman, Sami 

researcher Umeå University 

Anna Skielta, 

representative for the 

Sami information center 

Represents: 1 2 2 2 
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     Coding 

results Sami         
Article 

number: 9 10 11 12 

Title: 

Culture Year as 

Umeå remembers it 

Hübinettes model city 

well worth preserving 

Special issue on Sami fight 

for increased knowledge 

about the complex 

relationships 

Åkesson's northern 

strategy 

Date: 2014-12-13 2014-07-17 2014-04-05 2014-02-10 

Name and 

position: 

Roland Ekelund 

(journalist) 

Ingvar Holmqvist 

(journalist) 

Jonas Danielsson 

(journalist) 

Fredrik Jansson 

(journalist) 

Newspaper: 1 2 1 1 

Commenting: _ _ _ _ 

Represents: 1 1 2 2 

 

 

 

 

Coding 

alternative       

cultural groups          

Article 

number: 1 2 3 4 5 

Title: 

Great interest in 

Umeå's cultural co-

creation 

" We were shut out 

from the cultural 

year " 

The debate is not 

about me or 

Frederick Lindgren 

The dirty truth 

about the Capital 

of Culture 

Kulturnatta was 

disappointed on 

2014 

Date: 2014-12-30 2014-12-29 2014-04-17 2014-04-10 2014-05-19 

Name and 

position: 

Erika Josefsson 

(journalist) Anne Persson 

(journalist) 

Emma Swanström 

(cultural actor, 

musician etc.) 

Emma Swanström 

(musician and 

cultural actor) 

Evelina Burström 

(journalist) 

Newspaper: 1 2 1 1 2 

Commenting: 

Emma Swanström, 

musician and 

involved in Verket 

cultural association 

Lina Reichwaldt and 

Britta Hanssen, 

cultural actors 

Emma Swanström, 

Verket 

Emma Swanström, 

Verket 

Niklas Carlsson, 

project manager for 

Kulturnatta 

Represents: 3 3 3 3 3 

 

 
Coding alternative cultural 

groups 

 
      

Article 

number: 6 7 8 9 10 

Title: 

The culture 

center's third wow 

factor 

No recess between 

the bridges 

Umeå open with 

extra all 

The culture that 

was excluded from 

Umeå 2014 

A lost for all Umeå 

inhabitants 

Date: 2014-09-03 2014-05-28 2014-03-27 2014-12-27 2014-02-20 

Name and 

position: 

Sara Meidell 

(journalist) 

Erik Persson 

(journalist) 

Evelina Burström 

(journalist) 

Anne Pettersson 

(journalist) 

Sara Meidell 

(journalist) 

Newspaper: 1 1 1 2 1 

Commenting: 

Alexis Rancken, 

Alt culture Turku _ 

Elenor Nordström, 

active in cultural 

association 

Humlan _ _ 

Represents: 3 1 3 1 1 
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Digital articles: 

 

SAMER 
“Det gick så långt att Sápmi Today som arrangerades på Rådhustorget tvingades stänga tidigare än det var 

tänkt på grund av diverse kränkningar och det ifrågasattes också att det överhuvudtaget skulle finnas några 

samer i Umeå. 

– Det handlar mycket om missförstånd och okunskap att folk inte uppfattar Umeå som samiskt. Att Umeå är 

svenskt utesluter ju inte att Umeå är samiskt också. Tittar man historiskt så har samer alltid funnits i Umeå.” 

 (Han slår vakt om samiskan, 2014-02-22 FB) http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/786911/han-slar-vakt-om-

samiskan 

 
”Det finns fortfarande en annan acceptans för en jargong där man skämtar om samer på ett sätt som skulle vara 

omöjligt om det handlade om någon annan minoritetsgrupp i Sverige”(Fördomar mot samer bekämpas med 

humor, 2014-02-15, VK) http://www.vk.se/plus/1122264/fordomar-mot-samer-bekampas-med-humor 

 
”Jörgen Stenberg tycker att det är fint att Umeå under kulturhuvudstadsåret lyfter fram de samiska traditionerna 

och jojken, och han förstår inte kritiken om att det skulle ha blivit för mycket. – Innan året är slut har säkert hela 

spektrumet inom det kulturella lyfts fram. Det samiska har osynliggjorts under så lång tid, säger han” (Hyllad 

jojk startar ny årstid, 2014-03-01, VK) http://www.vk.se/plus/1137484/hyllad-jojk-startar-ny-arstid 

 

– Det som jag tycker har varit rätt bra är att man har tagit in flera konstnärer med samisk bakgrund på 

Bildmuseet. Att de konstnärerna har fått komma upp, och att det har varit inom olika genrer, säger Sunna. 

(Samisk konstnär med vreden som drivkraft, 2014-11-22, FB) 

http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1429644/samisk-konstnar-med-vreden-som-drivkraft 

 
– Det viktigaste med det här projektet är att tydligt visa att Ubmeje, Umeå, är en del av Sápmi. Projektet 

synliggör den långa samiska närvaron i det vi i dag kallar Umeå stad, både ur ett samtida och historiskt 

perspektiv. Såhkie Umeå sameförening ser det samiska kunskapsspåret som ett nödvändigt första steg för att 

manifestera att samer och renskötsel funnits här innan Umeå fanns till och att det i dag finns tre samebyar som 

bedriver renskötsel inom Umeå kommuns gränser, varav Rans sameby är på vinterbete varje år i stadens utkant. 

Det visar att den samiska kulturen fortfarande lever och utvecklas (Umeå skyltar med samisk historia, 2014-

09-18, FB). http://www.vk.se/plus/1278350/skyltar-med-samisk-historia  

 
– Man kan ju ta upp till exempel hälsa och situationen i dag med olika konflikter, det finns det ju gott om, säger 

han, och menar att samisk konst ibland tenderar att framställas väl stereotypt. 

– Vissa samiska grejer har man nästan tagit för givet. Det ska vara någon med kolt och jojkar så är det bra, 

säger han. (Samisk konstnär med vreden som drivkraft, 2014-11-22 FB) 
http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1429644/samisk-konstnar-med-vreden-som-drivkraft 

 

 
– Det är alltid svårt när man får världens blickar på sig, det kan bli lite stereotypt. Då tänker jag kring det 

samiska till exempel. Vi har kommit förhållandevis långt i den förståelsen och debatten och så kommer det 

gäster från Europa som förväntar sig att se samer i en kåta. Nivån blir väldigt konstig för oss att förhålla oss 

till, säger Sara Meidell. (Kulturåret som Umeå minns det, 2014-12-13 VK) 

http://www.vk.se/plus/1344890/kulturaret-som-umea-minns-det 

 

Förutom de konstnärliga uttrycken har veckan tydliga bildande inslag och ett antal samiska aktörer som talar 

med egen röst vilket är viktigt för fördjupningen, säger Michael Lindblad. (Bredd och djup åt det samiska, 

2014-02-21 VK) http://www.vk.se/1128738/bredd-och-djup-at-det-samiska  

 

– Kunskapen ökar och blir djupare hos den grupp som är intresserade av samer och samisk kultur. Den gruppen 

blir också långsamt större (Fördomar mot samer bekämpas med humor, 2014-02-15, VK) 
http://www.vk.se/plus/1122264/fordomar-mot-samer-bekampas-med-humor  

– Det är otroligt nyttigt för alla oss att reflektera över våra fördomar, och över vilka stereotypa föreställningar 

vi har. Ofta vet vi själva inte om att vi bär på dem, säger Anna Skielta.  (Fördomar mot samer bekämpas med 

humor, 2014-02-15, VK) http://www.vk.se/plus/1122264/fordomar-mot-samer-bekampas-med-humor  

 

http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/786911/han-slar-vakt-om-samiskan
http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/786911/han-slar-vakt-om-samiskan
http://www.vk.se/plus/1122264/fordomar-mot-samer-bekampas-med-humor
http://www.vk.se/plus/1137484/hyllad-jojk-startar-ny-arstid
http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1429644/samisk-konstnar-med-vreden-som-drivkraft
http://www.vk.se/plus/1278350/skyltar-med-samisk-historia
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”Jag önskar att jag slapp gå igenom denna historielektion varje gång jag ska tala om mitt folk men svenska 

utbildningssystemet berättar långt mycket mer om amerikanska indianer än svensk koloniseringspolitik” (Länge 

leve Sápmi, men bara om staten vill, 2014-11-29 FB) http://www.folkbladet.nu/1431566/lange-leve-sapmi-

men-bara-om-staten-vill 

 

Okunskapen är stor bland allmänheten, och Anna Skielta och hennes kollegor får exempelvis ta emot 

förfrågningar om att få besöka en sameby. 

– Personen tror då att en sameby är en samling kåtor på fjället, och tror att det är så samer lever. Då får vi 

förklara att samebyar inte ser ut riktigt så.  (Fördomar mot samer bekämpas med humor) 

http://www.vk.se/plus/1122264/fordomar-mot-samer-bekampas-med-humor 

 
Västerbottens museum erbjuder både slöjdverkstad och utställningar med traditionell och nyskapande samisk 

slöjd. Mer slöjd och mat blir det under den samisk marknad. Förutom olika konstnärliga möten och uttryck 

erbjuder den Samiska veckan ett tillfälle till fördjupning och problematisering av den samiska frågan (Bredd 

och djup åt det samiska, 2014-02-21 VK). http://www.vk.se/1128738/bredd-och-djup-at-det-samiska 

 

-Det blir som vanligt häftigt. Föreningen har aldrig varit så aktiv som nu, säger Peter Steggo, själv en 

synnerligen viktig ambassadör för den samiska kulturen och som vågar tro på en ljus framtid för ett 

ursprungsfolk i blickpunkten. (Han slår vakt om samiskan, 2014-02-22 FB) 
http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/786911/han-slar-vakt-om-samiskan 

 

Han hoppas att satsningen ska bidra till att öka människors kunskaper och förståelse att Umeå är en samisk 

plats och en del av Sápmi samt att samer är ett av världens urfolk. (Umeå skyltar med samisk historia, 2014-

09-18 FB). http://www.vk.se/plus/1278350/skyltar-med-samisk-historia 

 
Det är en gammal sanning att svenska barn känner till mer om Nordamerikas urbefolkning indianerna än om 

Nordens och Europas enda urfolk. Många av de som är skolbarn i dag, och de vuxna som har gått i skolan före 

dem, har inte fått veta något alls om samerna (Fördomar mot samer bekämpas med humor). 

http://www.vk.se/plus/1122264/fordomar-mot-samer-bekampas-med-humor 
 

I läroplanen eller på lärarutbildningen nämns inte samerna, inte heller finns något undervisningsmaterial. 

I debatten tycker Anna Skielta också att det märks att klimatet är ett annat, öppnare och med mer kunskap i 

grunden. Men fortfarande häpnar hon över att politiker, som har att fatta beslut som påverkar samers liv och 

vardag, fortfarande kommer undan med att förklara att de inte kan något om frågorna(Fördomar mot samer 

bekämpas med humor). http://www.vk.se/plus/1122264/fordomar-mot-samer-bekampas-med-humor 

 
– Det är jätteviktigt att samiskan blir livskraftig och att den talas överallt. Språket är ett kommunikationsmedel 

och därmed en central del av kulturen. Det är också där man hittar sin identitet. (Han slår vakt om samiskan, 

2014-02-22 FB) http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/786911/han-slar-vakt-om-samiskan 

 

Han är själv aktiv same men inte renskötare och några av hans starkaste drivkrafter är att få det samiska 

språket att leva vidare och bli starkare och att bidra så att barnen blir trygga i sina identiteter. Han menar att 

det inte alls handlar om att välja sida, de som har ett ursprung som inte bara är samiskt även ska stärka den 

svenska identiteten(Han slår vakt om samiskan, 2014-02-22 FB) http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/786911/han-

slar-vakt-om-samiskan 

 
”Idag får vi i stället en hedersplats i kulturhuvudstadsåret, lite som ett tröstpris, samtidigt som våra redan 

kraftigt reducerade marker reas ut till högstbjudande utländsk riskkapitalist. Nästan samtidigt som Jon-Henrik 

Fjällgren vann idol i tv så stod Robert Gustavsson i TV4 och genomförde en nidbilds-sketch av samer som 

anmäldes runt 50 gånger till granskningsnämnden för hets mot folkgrupp. Gruvorna kommer och sketchen 

frikändes utan rättegång.” (Long live Sápmi, but only if the state wants, 2014-11-29 FB) 

http://www.folkbladet.nu/1431566/lange-leve-sapmi-men-bara-om-staten-vill 

 
Peter Steggo har fler exempel på missuppfattningar kring det samiska folket. Som till exempel den gamla 

svenska lagstiftningen som säger att bara renskötare är samer. (Han slår vakt om samiskan, 2014-02-22 FB) 

http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/786911/han-slar-vakt-om-samiskan 
 

– Det är förstås galet. Renskötseln är viktig, språket är viktigt och känslan för naturen är viktig. Framförallt 
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måste alla ha rätt att skapa sin egen identitet. (Han slår vakt om samiskan, 2014-02-22 FB) 

http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/786911/han-slar-vakt-om-samiskan 

 
En röd tråd i Anders konst är dock ilskan – både mot Sverige som stat, och framför allt mot länsstyrelsen. 

Är det inte hårt att likna länsstyrelsen vid nazister? 

– Nej, på grund av det de gör och hur länge de har fått hålla på så tycker jag inte det, jag tycker att det är 

ganska milt. Nazityskland tog ju slut, men det här har ju hållit på i drygt 40 år och håller fortfarande på. 

(Samisk konstnär med vreden som drivkraft, 2014-11-22 FB) 
http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1429644/samisk-konstnar-med-vreden-som-drivkraft 

 

Just kampen för samernas rätt till mark och vatten är en viktig drivkraft för Lars-Jonas och de andra i Vaapsten 

Sijte i deras arbete med Björkvattsfestivalen (Jojkfestival med mycket attityd, 2014-08-02 FB) 
http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/852033/jojkfestival-med-mycket-attityd  

”I stället får vi en hedersplats i kulturhuvudstadsåret, lite som ett tröstpris samtidigt som våra redan kraftigt 

reducerade marker reas ut till högstbjudande utländsk riskkapitalist”, skriver Oscar Sedholm i lördagsdebatten. 

Debattören Oscar Sedholm sametingsledamot, jakt och fiskesamerna (Länge leve Sápmi, men bara om staten 

vill, 2014-11-29 FB) http://www.folkbladet.nu/1431566/lange-leve-sapmi-men-bara-om-staten-vill 

 
– Nu blir samerna ett slags turistikon för Umeå 2014, för att dra in pengar och publik. Sen när allt är slut, var 

hamnar samerna då? Får de vara kvar i en del av Umeås kultur även efter 2014? (Samisk konstnär med 

vreden som drivkraft, 2014-11-22 FB) http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1429644/samisk-konstnar-med-

vreden-som-drivkraft  
  

”Det är som det alltid har varit. Vi samer är ett åsidosatt folk vars kultur och historia bara är intressant för 

Sverige om det går att tjäna pengar på. Vår vilja att vara ute i våra marker och utöva våra näringar, ha vårt 

språk och vår religion, är ”ett särintresse” att vägas mot Sveriges finansiella framgångar.” (Länge leve Sápmi, 

men bara om staten vill, 2014-11-22 FB) http://www.folkbladet.nu/1431566/lange-leve-sapmi-men-bara-

om-staten-vill 

 

SUBCULTURES 

 
Innan allt blev cyniskt så satt vi där på open source-mötena; en lång rad kulturutövare, och kände oss 

inkluderade. Det här skulle leda till en enorm satsning på våra verksamheter och drömmar! Nog kände vi tvivel, 

men den som brinner för konsten vill tro den som lovar att satsa på den. (”Den smutsiga sanningen om 

Umeå2014”, 2014-04-10 VK) http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014 

 

Det arrangerades många ”open source”-möten, där kulturutövare fick vara med och brainstorma fram 

bombastiska projekt. Vi uppmuntrades att slå våra kloka skallar ihop för att skapa ett så storslaget program som 

möjligt inför 2014. Vi fick intrycket av att vi genom vårt deltagande under dessa möten skulle få ta del i att 

utforma programmet om Umeå vann titeln. Det är nästan skrattretande hur fel vi hade. I dag finns det inte ett 

spår kvar i programmet av det faktum att She’s got the beat utgjorde en av sju ”pelare” som skulle bära upp 

programåret: Den som representerade genusmedvetenhet inom kulturen och skulle bidra med feministiska inslag 

i programmet.( ” Den smutsiga sanningen om Umeå2014”, 2014-04-10 VK) http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-

smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014 

 
Kritiken är hård från delar av Umeås kulturliv som känner sig utestängda från kulturåret. – Allt vi fick var en 

svidande känsla av utanförskap, säger Lina Reichwaldt, föreningen Kretsen. (”Vi stängdes ute från 

kulturåret” 2014-12-29, FB) http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1437028/vi-stangdes-ute-frankulturaret 

 

– De sa ”tänk stort och lite större än det”. Efter avslaget ville vi få veta om det fanns några genomförbara 

projekt, men möttes av total tystnad trots löften om det motsatta. Allt vi fick var en svidande känsla av 

utanförskap, säger Lina Reichwaldt. (”Vi stängdes ute från kulturåret” 2014-12-29, FB) 
http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1437028/vi-stangdes-ute-frankulturaret  

 
Emma Swanström, arrangör och medlem i musikföreningen Verket, kände att det alternativa musiklivet bidrog 

till att Umeå fick kulturhuvudstadsåret men att det sedan inte var inkluderat. (Stort intresse för Umeås 

kulturella medskapande, 2014-12-30 VK) http://www.folkbladet.nu/1438486/stort-intresse-for-umeas-

medskapande 
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Den främsta roten till min ilska rör att det vitala föreningslivet och ideella engagemanget inom kulturen är det 

som skapat varumärket som saluförde Umeå som kandidat till kulturhuvudstadstiteln. I en animation som skulle 

sälja in Umeå till juryn fanns hardcorerörelsen då och nu med som en viktig del av Umeås identitet. Den scen 

som jag är en del av. Den scen som gång på gång förvägrats projektmedel i hela denna process.( ” Den 

smutsiga sanningen om Umeå2014” 2014-04-10 VK) http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-

om-umea-2014 

Att vi har den här starka subkulturen ser bra ut på ett papper, men det här är en satsning på näringslivet. Våra 

drömmar känns fjärran, det är så cyniskt allting. Kulturen ska vara ändamål inte medel, svarar Emma 

Swanström. (”Vi stängdes ute från kulturåret”, 2014-12-29, FB) http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1437028/vi-

stangdes-ute-frankulturaret  
 

Jag vet inte när jag först hörde orden ”kulturdriven tillväxt”. De där som på kort tid kommit att utgöra syftet 

med titeln som Europas kulturhuvudstad i år. Smaka på dem. Det är kulturen som driver tillväxten. Tillväxten är 

syftet, kulturen medlet. Så berättigas dess existens, och så berättigas en satsning på kultur.( ” Den smutsiga 

sanningen om Umeå2014”, 2014-04-10 VK) http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-

2014 

 
Många Folkbladet har pratat med uttrycker också en frustration över den ”svindyra” vip-middagen, brutna 

löften om coachning och svårigheter för små kulturutövare att ordna medfinansiering. Flera av dessa 

kulturutövare vill inte medverka i en artikel. (”Vi stängdes ute från kulturåret” ", 2014-12-29, FB) 
http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1437028/vi-stangdes-ute-frankulturaret  

 
Vi har aldrig bett Umeå kommun att gå in som genomförandepart i något projekt. Vi och våra samarbetsparter 

klarar av att genomföra det vi vill på egen hand. Vad som däremot borde ses över är den kultursyn och de 

hierarkier som gör det svårare för vissa föreningar att få projektstöd än andra, beroende på vilken kulturform vi 

ägnar oss åt. Umeå kommun hade kunnat motverka denna ojämlikhet genom att premiera gräsrotskulturen 

under kulturhuvudstadsåret, och hade ett ansvar att göra det i och med att våra subkulturer lyftes fram som ett 

varumärke i ansökningsprocessen. Vårt ideella arbete förpackades till en produkt, en produkt som ni stoltserade 

med. Där och då blev det ert ansvar att se till att ge oss något tillbaka. (”Debatten handlar inte om mig eller 

Fredrik Lindeg, 2014-04-17 VK) http://www.vk.se/1175434/debatten-handlar-inte-om-mig-eller-fredrik-

lindegren  

 
Vi gör inte det vi gör för att det ska generera tillväxt. Vi gör det för att vi måste, och för att konsten har ett 

orubbligt egenvärde. Vi skapar, medvetet och/eller omedvetet influerade av staden vi bor i, dess kulturella arv, 

och bidrar tillsammans med byggstenar som utvecklar dess särprägel. Den särprägeln gjorde Umeå intressant 

som kandidat till titeln som kulturhuvudstad. Umeå hade inte blivit kulturhuvudstad utan oss. ( ” Den smutsiga 

sanningen om Umeå2014”, 2014-04-10 VK) http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-

2014 

 
När juryn klev innanför dörren till Designhögskolan stod jag där i min finaste klänning och med ett glas 

champagne i handen. Jag berättade för juryns ordförande, sir Bob Scott, om She’s got the beat, och fick frågan 

“Do you often get to hear that people believe you’re all lesbians?”. Situationen var lätt surrealistisk. Kunde 

detta verkligen vara mannen som hade mest makt av alla att avgöra vilken stad som skulle få bli Europas 

Kulturhuvudstad? Strax efter detta vann Umeå titeln, och sedan dess har det varit tyst från deras håll. Inga 

inbjudningar att delta på möten, i referensgrupper, eller till uppföljning av projektidéer. ( ” Den smutsiga 

sanningen om Umeå2014” 2014-04-10 VK) http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-

2014 

 
Att inbjudna gräsrotsföreningar uppmanades komma med storslagna projekt, men lämnades utanför efter att de 

utnyttjats för att vinna titeln. Emma Swanström är en av få som därefter lämnade in en ansökan för en uppstart 

av konsertverksamhet i Norrland, med en önskan om 449 860 kronor i bidrag. 

Hon saknade medfinansiärer och fick nobben, Verket som hon är engagerad i har dock fått pengar. 

Men få av ”de utnyttjade” har lämnat in en ansökan? 

– Det där har kommunen använt mot oss, men vi har i dialog fått höra att de inte beviljar sådana projekt. (”Vi 

stängdes ute från kulturåret” 2014-12-29, FB) http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1437028/vi-stangdes-ute-

frankulturaret  
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– Nu talas det om succé men man får ändå fråga sig för vem det varit succé. ( Stort intresse för Umeås 

kulturella medskapande, 2014-12-30 VK) http://www.folkbladet.nu/1438486/stort-intresse-for-umeas-

medskapande  

 
Den här debatten handlar inte om mig, eller om Fredrik Lindegren. Den handlar om alla de kulturutövare i 

Umeå som känner sig utnyttjade och bortdribblade i kulturhuvudstadsprocessen, och om den struktur inom 

Umeå kommun som ledde till att det blev så fel. (”Debatten handlar inte om mig eller Fredrik Lindeg, 2014-

04-17 VK) http://www.vk.se/1175434/debatten-handlar-inte-om-mig-eller-fredrik-lindegren  

 

Vi föreslog då att vi skulle göra uppbyggandet av ett nytt Verket till ett kulturhuvudstadsprojekt. Nu var talet om 

långsiktiga projekt dock passé, och förslaget passade sig inte då Kulturhuvudstad 2014 plötsligt enbart skulle 

innefatta publika arrangemang. ( ” Den smutsiga sanningen om Umeå2014” 2014-04-10 VK) 

http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014 

 

-Från början skulle allt vara storslaget och långsiktigt, att de bara beviljar pengar till publika arrangemang 

kom senare. Det här är problemet med hela processen, svarar Emma Swanström som är kritisk mot att den 

kulturdrivna tillväxten har tagit över. (”Vi stängdes ute från kulturåret” 2014-12-29, FB) 

http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1437028/vi-stangdes-ute-frankulturaret  

 
Jag gav kulturhuvudstadsåret en chans, trots mina tvivel. Jag gjorde det för att kommunen lovade att alla skulle 

få vara med, och jag såg chansen att få genomföra storslagna projekt (” Den smutsiga sanningen om 

Umeå2014” 2014-04-10 VK) http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014 

 

– Jag är mycket besviken på att de exkluderar Kulturnatta, stadens årligt största event och medskapande med 

hundratals aktörer, från att få ett lyft och en satsning under kulturhuvudstadsåret. Vi har definitivt försökt, säger 

Niklas Carlsson, som menar att deras projektansökningar har varit omfattande, väl genomarbetade och 

realistiska.(Kulturnatta besviket på 2014”, 2014-05-19 VK) http://www.vk.se/plus/1196954/kulturnatta-

besviket-pa-2014  

 

– De ville ha med Sunset Park i programboken, men vi vägrade. Ta äran samtidigt som de behandlar oss under 

all kritik, säger Lina Reichwaldt som riktar skarp kritik mot Marie-Louise Rönnmark för att uttalandet 

”Subkulturen vill ju ofta stå utanför...” i tidningen QLTR Online. 

”Hur kan hon...?” 

– Jag skickade ett mejl som hon aldrig svarade på. Hur kan man gå ut och säga en sådan sak när vi verkligen 

försökt att få vara med? säger hon. (”Vi stängdes ute från kulturåret”, 2014-12-29, FB) 

http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1437028/vi-stangdes-ute-frankulturaret  

 
Fredrik Lindegren, ditt svar på min artikel antyder att just Verket skulle ha varit beroende av mer stöd än vad 

kommunen kunnat erbjuda, och att vi inte är fullt så kompetenta att söka projektmedel som andra aktörer. Jag är 

säker på att Umeå kommun endast förlorar på en sådan hållning. Den enda vägen framåt är att försöka hitta 

svar på frågorna ”Varför blev det så här fel?” och ”Vad kan vi göra för att förtjäna kulturutövarnas 

förtroende?” (”Debatten handlar inte om mig eller Fredrik Lindeg) http://www.vk.se/1175434/debatten-

handlar-inte-om-mig-eller-fredrik-lindegren  

 

Fredrik Lindegren, konstnärlig ledare för 2014, har i VK hävdat att Umeås musikliv uteblivit i programåret för 

att vi inte har någon vana av att söka projektmedel. Jag ska berätta om de projekt jag varit med och skrivit, och 

skickat in för att söka projektmedel hos kommunen (”Den smutsiga sanningen om Umeå2014” 2014-04-10 

VK) http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014 

 

Jag såg listan på alla de som inbjudits till kommunens officiella VIP-fest i samband med invigningen av 

kulturhuvudstadsåret, och kunde inte låta bli att tänka på utvecklingen: Först skulle ansökan byggas av oss 

kulturutövare. Sedan träffade ungefär lika många kulturutövare som representanter ur näringslivet juryn. På 

VIP-festen var näringslivet i fokus, och kulturutövarna i försvinnande liten minoritet (för en nota på 1 885 063 

kronor). Det har skett en förskjutning av fokus längs vägen. Var det en del av planen, eller bara en följd av 

marknadskrafternas maskineri och intressen? (” Den smutsiga sanningen om Umeå2014” 2014-04-10 VK) 

http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014 
 

Vi hade ambitioner om att göra mycket mer det här året, men det stora problemet är inte summan, utan 

processen och hur vi och andra behandlats under resans gång. (”Debatten handlar inte om mig eller Fredrik 

Lindeg, 2014-04-17 VK) http://www.vk.se/1175434/debatten-handlar-inte-om-mig-eller-fredrik-lindegren  

http://www.folkbladet.nu/1438486/stort-intresse-for-umeas-medskapande
http://www.folkbladet.nu/1438486/stort-intresse-for-umeas-medskapande
http://www.vk.se/1175434/debatten-handlar-inte-om-mig-eller-fredrik-lindegren
http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014
http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1437028/vi-stangdes-ute-frankulturaret
http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014
http://www.vk.se/plus/1196954/kulturnatta-besviket-pa-2014
http://www.vk.se/plus/1196954/kulturnatta-besviket-pa-2014
http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1437028/vi-stangdes-ute-frankulturaret
http://www.vk.se/1175434/debatten-handlar-inte-om-mig-eller-fredrik-lindegren
http://www.vk.se/1175434/debatten-handlar-inte-om-mig-eller-fredrik-lindegren
http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014
http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014
http://www.vk.se/1175434/debatten-handlar-inte-om-mig-eller-fredrik-lindegren
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Emma Swanström om organisatörerna: Det finns en diskurs som säger att kulturens gräsrötter på ett lite 

slentrianmässigt sätt alltid protesterar när kulturella satsningar görs ovanifrån, och att vi är gulligt 

”uppfriskande” i vår kritik. (”Tillväxten är syftet, kulturen medlet. Så berätti, 2014-04-10 VK) 

http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014  

 

Vårt ideella arbete förpackades till en produkt, en produkt som ni stoltserade med. Där och då blev det ert 

ansvar att se till att ge oss något tillbaka. (”Debatten handlar inte om mig eller Fredrik Lindeg, 2014-04-17 ) 
http://www.vk.se/1175434/debatten-handlar-inte-om-mig-eller-fredrik-lindegren  

Där sitter Krister Olsson och tjänar mångmiljonbelopp på det varumärke som ideella krafter skapat, eftersom vi 

möjliggjorde att Umeå vann titeln som kulturhuvudstad. (”Tillväxten är syftet, kulturen medlet. Så berätti, 

2014-04-10 VK) http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014  

Vi skapar, medvetet och/eller omedvetet influerade av staden vi bor i, dess kulturella arv, och bidrar tillsammans 

med byggstenar som utvecklar dess särprägel. Den särprägeln gjorde Umeå intressant som kandidat till titeln 

som kulturhuvudstad. Umeå hade inte blivit kulturhuvudstad utan oss. ( ”Tillväxten är syftet, kulturen medlet. 

Så berätti, 2014-04-10 VK) http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014  

När hardcorescenen och gräsrotsrörelserna marknadsfördes som ett signum för Umeå så kände jag mig trygg: 

De skulle aldrig våga skryta över oss utan att ge något tillbaka till de kulturuttryck som de hittills alltid 

motarbetat. Så fel jag hade. Om jag hade vetat att alla de där open source-mötena handlade om att kulturens 

eldsjälar i Umeå skulle arbeta gratis för att kommunen skulle få titeln som kulturhuvudstad 2014 så hade jag 

aldrig satt min fot där. (”Tillväxten är syftet, kulturen medlet. Så berätti, 2014-04-10 VK) 

http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014  

 
I en kapitalistisk värld är ett annat slags kulturhuvudstadsår måhända en utopi. Här är den kulturdrivna 

tillväxten syftet, och det kanske aldrig fanns någon annan tanke bakom strävan att vinna titeln. Måhända var vi 

kulturutövare enbart naiva där vi satt på mötena i Folkets hus och trodde att vi skulle få något tillbaka för allt 

vårt slit och engagemang. Det hindrar mig inte från att framhärda i kampen för en annan kultursyn: En 

kultursyn där det vi gör har ett egenvärde, och där det finns en plats för oss som utövar kultur för att vi måste. ( 

”Tillväxten är syftet, kulturen medlet. Så berätti, 2014-04-10 VK) http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-

smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014  

 
Att välja att stå utanför är definitivt bättre än att begära men nekas tillträde, enligt Lina Reichwaldt föreningen 

Kretsen. (”Vi stängdes ute från kulturåret” 2014-12-29, FB) http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1437028/vi-

stangdes-ute-frankulturaret  

 

Vi var uttröttade redan när året drog i gång, berättade Alexis Rancken som deltog i motrörelsen, under ett 

Umeåbesök nyligen. En annan tolkning kunde vara att rörelsen dog på eget grepp, detta genom att positionera 

sig alltför skarpt mot kulturhuvudstadsprojektet, vilket stängde förståelsen för den större kontext som kunnat 

erbjuda konstruktiv kraft. (Kulturhusets tredje wow-faktor, 2014-09-03 VK) 
http://www.vk.se/1266820/kulturhusets-tredje-wow-faktor  

 

http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014
http://www.vk.se/1175434/debatten-handlar-inte-om-mig-eller-fredrik-lindegren
http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014
http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014
http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014
http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014
http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014
http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1437028/vi-stangdes-ute-frankulturaret
http://www.folkbladet.nu/plus/1437028/vi-stangdes-ute-frankulturaret
http://www.vk.se/1266820/kulturhusets-tredje-wow-faktor

